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REPORT.

WYOMING TERRITORY,
EXECU1'IVE DEP .A.RTMENT,

Cheyenne, November - , 1881.
SIR: Responding to your request of September 19 for a quite full re port of the resoumes, development, condition, and special needs of this
Territory, I have to express my regret that, owing to certain important
explorations already planned and entered upon, which occupied a longer
time than had been allotted to them, compliance is of .necessity both less
full and less prompt than it otherwise would have been. Proceeding
now with such dispatch as the circumstances permit, and taking warrant from your communication of October 4th, in which assurance was
given that, in order to the desired completeness, the introduction of matter embraced in former reports will be altogether proper, I have the
honor to submit the following, based almost wholly upon my own personal investigations: ·
I.

RESOURCES OF WYOMING.

With the little time that remains to me, I can hardly do better than
to repeat substantially what was said under this general head in my first
report, submitted in 1878.
GEOGRAPHICAL.
The Territory of Wyoming embraces all. that portion of the United
States lying between the forty-first and forty-fifth parallels of latitude
and between the one hundred and fourth and the one hundred and eleventh meridians of longitu<le we t from Greenwich. It has an area of
very nearly 100,000 square mile (more exactly speaking, 97,883)-as
gTeat as the areas of New York, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey combined,
or more than one and a half times as great as that of all New England.
Geographically peaking, it i a region of plains and mountains in alternation, with numerou tream of water traver 'ing it in every direction.
While the eastern portion belongs to that vast di vi ion of the. West
known a the Plain , being a continuation of the plains of Nebraska,
much the larger proportion, indeed nine-tenth of the whole area, lies
within the Rocky Mountain region. Thi , however, conveys a very incorrect idea of the geographical feature of the Terrjtory. For, strictly
speaking, the whole Territory is a region of va t plain , relieved by
numerou broken and d tc ched ranges and spur of mountain .
Commencing at the outhea t corner-the part first touched by the
Pacific Railway-we fir t encounter the Laramie Range, which extends
in a northwe terly cour nearly 200 mile . It is thi range of mountain that i cro ed by the Union Pacific Railroad at an elevation of
8,242 fe t, and which ha it culmination in Laramie Peak, near its northern extr mity. It. width, with traggling flank and pur , varies
from 15 mile to 40.
Proceeding westward, along the ·outhern boundary, after crossing
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referred to as constituting for about 100 miles the weste.r n wall of the
Territory.
"It will appear from this general description of the position, course, and
extent of mountain ranges, that they are widely distributed over the
Territory, leaving large areas of valley and plain. A.s the plains themselves have an average elevation of about 6,000 feet above sea-level, it
may be inferred that many of the higher peaks have a great eleva~ion.
But few accurate measurements have been made, but it is known that
Laramie Peak in the Laramie Range, the Snow Range in the Medicine
Bow Mountains, Emmons' Peak in the Uintas, Fremont's Peak in the
Wind River Range, and Cloud Peak in the Big Horn chain, have an
altitude of 12,000 to 14,000 feet."
·
The Territory is thus, in general terms 1 a vast expanse of undulating
plains, rising, some very gradually and others abruptly and irregularly,
into mountain ranges having a northwesterly and southeasterly course,
and marked here and there by elevated spines and lofty peaks; the intervening lower levels being broadly grooved or deeply furrowed in
every possible direction by many important rivers, with their numberless
·
tributaries.
Viewing the Territory still more broadly, we find lying within its east
and west boundaries portions of some important ranges of the Rocky
Mountains, all having the same general direction, to wit: first, the Black
Hills, in the northeast corner-which, however, requires some license of
speech to call it a range, as it is rather a cluster of low mountains sloping down to the southward into the upland of Northwestern Nebraska,
and cut oft' on the north by the plains and valleys intervening between
the Little Missouri and the Powder Rivers, .although resumed again
under the name of Powder Mountains; secondly, the range made up,
with like important interruptions, of the Laramie and Big Horn l{,anges;
tbinlly, the broken and scattered mountains known &s Snow, Elk, Seminole, and Rattlesnake, which, taken together, have the same general
course; and fourthly, the range composed of the Wind River, Sweetwater, and Sierra Madre Mountains, and constituting the backbone of
the great Rocky Mountain range in general.
·
The Bear River Mountain , lying on the western side of the Territory,
with the Tetons, farther north and lying on the very boundary, might
almost be said to form a fifth parallel range were it not that they have
a more north and south cour e and. run into the main range last above
mentioned, thus becoming a spur thereof rather than a range proper.
Between these fi e range there are broad expanses of plains, ·valleys
and basins, not wholly continuous in all cases, but nearly so, sinDe only
the second and third intervals are interrupted by transverse spurs of any
importance. The first interval, west and south west of the Black Hills, is
75 to 100 miles in width; consi ting of a plains country to the· southward, with the Platte, Oh :.yenne, Belle Fourche, and Ponca Rivers crossiug it, but with broken elevations known as the Wolf and Panther lVIountain at it northern extremity.
The second interval con i t ~ of the Laramie Plains, the plains at the
head of Powder River, and a broad region con id rably broken, but
traversed by many tream immediately we t of the Big Horn Range.
The open region next west i more narrow and more interrupted by
mountain pur and scatt ring elevations than any of the rest. Still, at
the headwater of the orth Platte, the Sweetwater, Beaver, and Wind
River· there are large area of fine open country.
The interval between the Wind River, Sweetwater, and Sierra Madre
~ountains (northern exten ion of the Medicine Bow of Colorado and
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Wyoming) on the east and tbe Bear and Wasatch Mountains ·on the
west i wedge-shaped, being over a hundred miles in width at the
southern boundary of the Territory, or rather at the base of the Uinta
J\fountajns, which form that boundary, and ending in a blunt point at
the southern bmmdary of the Yellowstone National Park. With the
exception of this northern extremity, which embraces the headwaters
of the Snake River and its branches, the entire region is traversed by
the Green River and its numerous tributaries.
WATERS OF WYOMING.
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posed, less than I had myself supposed prior to somewhat extended
observation.
The Big Horn is a splendid river. It is formed at its head by the
Wind, Little Wind, and Popo-Agie, and many lesser streams which flow
out of the Wind River Mountains, and all of which are remarkably
sweet water. Farther down to the northward it receives, on the east
side from the Big Horn Mountains, Badwater, Painted Rock Creek,
Shell Creek, and the Little Horn; on the western side, and from the
Shoshone Mountains and the Yellowstone National Park, the Owl Creek,
Gray Bull, and Stinkingwater. The entire area thus watered is perhaps
one-eighth to one-sixth of the whole.
The Powder River has its origin in the southern extremity of the Big
Horn Mountains and in the highlands which divide its headwaters from
the little streams emptying into the North Platte above Fort Fetterman, receiving as affluents from the west Willow Creek, Dry Fork, Crazy
Woman, and Lodge Pole. Being closely flanked by mountains on the
east, it receives no streams from that side.
GEOLOGICAL.
Speaking in the most general terms, the crests of the mountain ranges,
and indeed the masses of them, are composed chiefly of feldspathic granite, syenite, and gneiss, followed on their downward slopes by the Silurian, Devonian, Carboniferous, Triassic, Jurassic, and Cretaceous rocks;
some appearing in one locality, others in another, according to extent
of upheaval or the amount of erosive action. The elevated plains are
to a large extent Cretaceous, overlaid by sandstones, assumed to be
Tertiary, by gravel, and drift. Viewed in detail, there are, of course,
various exposures resulting from as many and various geological causes.
Thus, over a broad stretch of country on the east side of the Laramie
Range we :find the surface overlaid with marls, sands or sandstones, and
clays of what is known as the White River group. Sometimes these
rest on older rocks properly intervening between them and the granites,
sometimes directly on the granites themselves. Crossing over this
range, we have all along exposures of the Carboniferous and of a formation between them and the granites, and resting upon the latter a series
of :fine and coarse sandstones. There is also a great exposure of red
sandstones all along the west margin of the range-a rock, either Triassic or Jurassic-while at several points there are outcroppings of Jurassic limestones; and again, as a long the Laramie and Medicine Bow
Rivers, of Cretaceous rocks.
In the central and southern portion of the Territory there are extraordinary evidences of upheaval. Indeed, as Professor Hayden has observed, there is in the neighborhood of Rawlins, on the Union Pacific
Railroad, an exposure of all the formations, from the granites to the
Cretaceous. In some places there are siliceous rock , with Carboniferous limestone superimposed; in others, exposures of red syenite, with
a very decided dip and with numbers of tp.e lower Silurian group lying
in nearly horizontal positions upon it. But throughout the Tertiary
rock of comparatively modern date, the Cretaceous, Triassic, Jurassic,
and Tertiary prevail, with but exceptional exposures of the rocks of the
primary series.
The geology of Northwestern Wyoming is in general quite similar:,
except that there appears to be less frequent exposure of the. Cretaceous
rocks.
The plateaus east and west of the Wind River Range are chiefly Car64 S I
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boniferous, Triassic, and Jurassic. The elevated plains, though mostly
Cretaceous, are generally overlaid with Tertiary sands, gravel, and drift.
So likewise in the basin of the Sweetwater and of the Platte below their
confluence; while the granitic rocks (largely feldspathic), with an occa 'ional show of trap and basalt, form the crests of the higher ridges
and mountains which mark the physical geography of that region, the
more recent formations occupy the plains and valleys. The sandstones
more especially present themselves to the eye, but in many places the
lime tones also come to the surfaee, not unfrequently of a quality very
suitable for economic uses.
Northeastern Wyoming is not very materially different in its geological features from the region last named. There are several ranges of
mountains embraced, as before observed, but the roc~ formations are
not peculiar. Erosive action has done its work there as elsewhere so
efiectually, that what were once ranges of mountains between the Tongue
and Powder Rivers ha:ve been worn down to what are now only high
hills, many of them grassed over to their summits. South of the ocalled Wolf Mountains, and throughout t~at whole region of elevated
plains north of Fort Laramie and between the Black Hills on the ea t
and the Big Horn Mountains on the west, eroded sand bills and lofty
buttes present conclusive evidence of the great changes wrought since
tb ub id nee of the waters which once occupied this region of plain
and washed the bases ofthe mountains above named.
SOILS.
From the foregoin.g it will appear that the popular impression once
common concerning the sterility of this vast region now known as Wyoming, is altogether erroneous; that the rock formations, underlying it
plain and lapping upon its mountain sides; are of the very chara ter
to produce mo t fertile soils. There are sandy wastes here and there,
-£ rm d by the weathering down of an occasional sandy elevation, which
cannot be made productive; and there are likewi e valleys and plain
in wh
oil there i too much of alkaline earth to admit of productive
culti ation without the wa hing process of succ s ive irrigation , but
mn h the gr ater portion of the Territory is covered with soil un ·urpa
in f. rtility. Speaking in the broadest terms, they are loam in
the .aile an an y loam on the plateaus and mountain lope .
f
thi u ~ t I ball have more to say under the head of agriculture.
CLIMATE.
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Labrador with warm and comfortable Old England. The explanation
is easy when we take into account the configuration of the two continents, with the contrary influence of the warm northeasterly currents of
wind and water that temper the climate of the European continent, and
the chilling waters from Spitzbergen that wash the eastern shore of
America. On the western coast of this continent the existing conditions
are exactly reversed. It is warmed by northeasterly Pacific currents,
which difi'use a warmth along the slope on that side that is felt even
throughout the high regions of the Rocky Mountains, and which, curving around the head of those mountains and coming down along the
eastern side of the Big Horn Mountains, exert a special influence throughout Northeastern and Eastern Wyoming.
From actual observations, it appears that the isotherm passing through
places having a mean annual temperature of 50° touches the eastern
coast of Asia at the forty-second parallel, the western coast of America
at the fiftieth, points in Southern Pennsylvania on or very near the
fortieth, and t.hen bears away_in a northeasterly course, touching London at the :fifty-:fi.tst parallel.
.
So far as Wyoming is concerned, observations have been taken at but
a few points; enough, however, to show that the winter and autumn
climate of the plains, both east of the mountains and within them, compares favorably with that of the Middle States; while the summer climate, for moderateness of temperature an~ purity of atmosphere is without parallel. After a residence of more than three years at Cheyenne,
with much travel in all parts of the Territory, I am unable to recall a
single uncomfortably warm day. This, while yet there is warmth enough
to produce splendid crops of grass and grain.
I have not been able to obtain very considerable records of meteorological observations made at points other than Fort Laramie and Cheyenne, but am able to state, as the result of observations by citizens at
various points west of the Laramie Range, that the same isotherms
which touch these two places reappear there; so that the tables here
presented, covering periods amounting to nearly twenty years, may be
considered representative_of other points as well as of them.
Consolidated table of mean temperatm·es and measurements of 1·ai·n fm· months, seasons, and
years, ancl of ext1·emes of temperatu1·e, at Fort Laramie, Wyo., jm· a period of severaZ
year~, dating back jTom January 1, 1855.
Thermometer.

Rain.

Months and seasons.
Mean.

Maximum.

Minimum.

Range. Aht~he!. in

- - - - - - - . - - - - -- - - - - - - -1- - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - -

~~b~~~ry.:::::: : ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::

31.03
32.60
36.81
47.60
56.11
67.34
74. 70
73.78
64.21
50.91
35.83
27. 98

..... . ............•. ---..........•..••. ----- --.
..·...... -------- -------·
................ -------·····-·· --- ..•.. --- ·- --.
.. .............. -------. -- .. -- .. --.-- .. . -- .. --····· -- · . -- · - -- -- .- .. . -.
..... .•. ·--·--·· -------·--·· ··· - --- ·- -- ---.---. ---·--· . -- ---- . ------ -·
... -- --. --- .. --- - -- .. - ..

Autumn .......................... . ..................... .
Winter . .......................... . ..................... .

~~~nf6~ ~ ~ ::: ~::: :: :::: :: ::: ~ :~ :~: ::::::: ~ ~ ::::::::::: ~ ::

46. 84
71.94
50. 32
30.54

........ ····--·- ---·---....... - ------ -· ••••••··
. ·-·· -·· ... ·- --· --- .. -·.

8. 69
5. 70
3. 96
J.. 63

Year ... ,. .............................................. ..

49. 91 .. - -- . •• • - •• -- - . -- -- -- --

19.98

March ........ .................... - - - ... -- - .... -- .. - .. - - April ............................................. -- ... .

;¥u~- ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

::::::::::::::::::

t~~~~~~
~ ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::
October· ............................. -- ......... -- ...... .

November . ............................. .. ...... ----- .••.
December ... ........................................... .

Period o!time for which table is prepared ........ . ........... -- .

.... -- • . . -- .. -- . - -- .. -- .

104

-29

. 27

.71

1. 37
1. 93
5. 39
2. 95
1. 83
. 92
1. 33
1. 26
1. 37
. 65

133 ---- .. ---- ••
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Table of meteoTological observations taken at Fm·t Laramie, on the La1·amie and Platte Rivers, in Wyoming Tm·ritory, for a period of five yea1·s, extending fvont Ja'n·um·y 1, 1855, to
Decmnber 31, 1859, inclusive.
[Latitude, 42.12; longitude, 104.31; altitude, 4,519.]
:Rain and
snow.

Weather.

Thermometer.
Months and seasons.

D_ays. Days. Days. Days.

1855.

.January .................. ............. .
l!'ebruary ............................. .
March .................... ...... ... . ... .

~~~-----.-.-.-::::::::::: :: ::::::::::::::::

.June ..................... ... ..... ..... .
.July ......... ......................... .

ti~:b~~~: ~ ~::::::: ~: ~::: ~ ~:::::::::::

November ................. .... .... .. . ..
December ............... ..... .. ....... .

~~~Je~:::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::: :::

35.85
20.01
36.41
52.94
59.82
69. 44
72.40
72.93
69.00
55.04
40.34
21.67

64
63
68
80
83
94
92
89
88
82
64
55

2
-6
0
26
35
48
54
54
51
33
14
-24

49.72
71.61

48
48
-24

62
69
68
54
48
46
38
35
37
49
50
79

n

(*)

(*)
(*)

(' )
(*)

27
20
18
21
18
16

<*l

(*)
(* )

(*)
(*)
(*)
4

11
• 12
10
12
15

36 . ............ .
46
55
57
34
88

0
2
2

1
7
6
0
0

. 04
LOS
1. 41
. 65
2. 79

0
0

3. 25
1. 45

0
0

2
8
5
10
10
9
2
1
1

1
4
6

2. 93
3. 39
. 62
.18
1. 20

12
25
21
3

6
0
5
14

4. 85
7. 62
4.19
2. 32

61

25

18.99

6
2

4
5
2
3

• 55
. 45
1. 75

7
8
10

4
0
0

4
2
0
1
0

·~3

Autumn ............................... .
Winter ........ . ................ ....... .

'2"8. 84

83
94
88
64

Year ..................... .......... .. ..

51.24

92

-24

116

19.08
30.29
39.06
53.06
60.89

42
60
70
78
86
102
104
98

-7
-5

49
65
69
47
51
45
48
44
63
60
63
64

22
17
16
15
16
23
20
19
21
18
21
14

9
12
15
15
15
7
11
12

85
50
97
69

47
62
60
53

45
30
32
38

15
22
3
0

12

4. 60
7. 52
. 73
1.17

9

113

222

144

40

27

15.02

11
15
20
14
16
25

20
13
11
16
15
5

1
0
0

5
4

.33

0

27

4

2

26
26
25

5

3

4
6

a

1
2

5

4
2
0
0

~.79

33

1856.

.Janua.ry ............................ .. ..
February . ............................ ..
March ................................ ..
April. ............................. . ... .

¥-:Je·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
.July .................................... .
Ae~~~:b~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:: ::
ctober ............. .... ............... .

74.94

1
31
35
57
56
54
31
26
--3
-9

0
0

.34
3. 51
. 82
4.15
2. 52
. 23
. 29
. 21
.17

Novemb r ............................. .
D cemb r ............................ ..

76.56
71.98
59.29
50.75
31.65
22.71

pring . ................................ .
UIDDl r . ......... ......... ......... ... .
Autu.mn .......................... .... ..
'\\Tinter ............................... ..

51.00
74.49
47.23
24.03

86
104

Year...................................

49.19

104

24.86
32.93
40.93
40.81
53.72
65. 55
75.63
73.47
64.74
55.36

-14
-11
7
5
33
46

30.15

56
66
68
71
83
90
98
97
f!l
74
63
48

56
45
31
1
0

70
77
61
66
50
44
40
41
42
43
62
48

4

.06

pring...... ............... ...... ..... ..
umm r ................................
Autumn.......... ............ ..........
inter.. .. ............... ..............

5L 11
71.55
5L 24
29.31

83
98
f!l
66

5
46
1
-14

78
52
86
80

50
78
78
52

42
14
13
38

0
11
6
1

4
0
3
13

1,52
2. 03
1.
. 92

ear.-... .. . . . . .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .

(10. so

98

-14

112

257

108

18

20

6.15

~3~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::: ~::! ~ =1i ~~ ~i

2
5
3

0
0
0

0
4

94

86
60
55

94

1
54
- 3

60

-9
-

9

13
9
17

0

3
9
0
6

1857.

.January .................. ............. .
F bruary ......... .... ....... .......... .
March ................................. .

~;f~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:::::::::::::::::
i=~~~~::::: ~:::::::::::::::::::::::

tob r .............. ............... .. ..
'"emb r ............................ ..
Deeember ............................. .
T

33.63

58

27

26

0

0

6

. 53
0

4
0
0
0

. 07
1.45
2.12

0

1. 1
.10
L53
.05

0

.04

1858.

*No record for :fu:at six months of this year.

1

0

.02
.02
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Table of meteorological obsm·vations taken at Fort Lammie,
Thermometer.

~

Months and seasons.

~
bll
~

.!3

~

~

~

~

-- --

6

1'<t

~
::l

~

-~
p:;

p

0

0

s

0

~

-<lj

rn

13
13

. 09
1.12
. 80
1.14
1. 81
. 70
1. 43
. 32
. 45

72
77
61
70

20
15
30
20

4
17
7
0

4
0
7
7

1. 23
3. 75
2. 45
.47

120

280

85

28

18

7. 90

62
1
56 -14
17
66
70
14
85
31
92
49
100
59
93
58
91
38
87
23
79 - 7
51 -22

61
70
49
56
54
43
41
35
53
64
86
73

22
20
19
13
19
22
19
18
15
28
15
14

9
8
12
17
12
8
12
13
15
3
15
17

1
0
0
6
2
0
0
0
0
2
5
8

.01
0
0
.18
2.11
. 03
1. 33
. 57
. 49
. 22
1.12
. 20

14
·49
-7
-22

71

51
98
84

51
59
58
56

41
33
33
34

10
6
0

8
0
7
9

2. 29
1. 93
1. 83
. 21

89

223

142

27

16

6. 26

61
59
42
32
40
55
62
54
86

~~~~e~-~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :

.Autumn ..... ...........................
Winter .................................

47.27
71.24
49.95
28. 83

89
91
88
63

-3
32
54
-29

92
59
34
92

Year ................................... ~

49.32

91

-29

29.60
33.16
37.07
42.51
56.03
72.89
79.94
73.04
56.74
54.41
34.46
21.98

::: ::::::
.Autumn ................................
Winter .. ...............................

~~~~ge~:::::::::::::::::::::::

45.20
75.29
48.54
28.23

85
100
91
62

Yea! ...................................

49.31

100

October .. ...............................
November ..............................
D ec ember .... ...........................

!>.

't:l

-~

2
1
0
0
0
0
1
6
3

89
28
82
23
47
89 ·
91
59
91
51
88
33
87
25
57
3
57 -29

t"e~1~:b~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Q)

1
3
2
8
7
2
3
2
0

49.46
50.92
70. 12
72.93
70.67
60.38
45.64
33.82
26.02

June ....................................
July ....................................

..;
,..c:::1
0

Days. Days. Days. Days.

185B-Contin ued.

~~1_:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

snow.

.s
.s

.§

"'

Q)

Rain and

Weather.

~

-~

fj

~c.-Continued.

.

21
23
29
26
22
24
20
17
18

9
8
1
5
9
6

11

1859.

t~~t~!~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

.April ................................. ..
M ay ................................... .
June ................................ . .. .
July . ...................................

!i~~~b~~--:':':':'
:':::'::::::·:·::::::::::::::
November
December.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

0
0
0
4
6
1
6
4
5
0
1 '
0
ll

Statement* showing mean barometer, maximum, minimum, and mean te'fnpemture, arnot£nt of
rainfall, and prevailing di1·ection of the wind, for each month, at Cheyunne, Wyo., from
Janua1·y 1, 1872, to Octobm·· 31, 1878, inclusive.

-~...

Thermometer.
Year.

Month.

a

r..:

.s
s

p

Q)

0

g

P=l

~

~

Q)

.§

~
~

s
.§"
.!3

~

--- --- --0

1872 ......

""O;::i

~.a

§

0

13

~

IncheiJ.

:::::::: :::::::: J~
!~: ~ :::::::: :::::::: t:
!~J :::::::: :::::::: ijg

~~~i~~::::::::::~:::::::::: ~~:i~~ i~J
1

~ ::~:::::::~::::::::::::::: :~J~~

July... ....................... 30. 098

~~:~~~:::::::::::::::::::: ~~:Hi

64. 5 . ... .. .. .. .. . .. .

Prevailing direction of wind.

3. 90

~~t:::::

w::~Do.

No~:.west.

November .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. 29. 950
28. 2
69
- 7
. 03 W est.
December .................... 29.914
23.4
56
..!.14
. 03
Do.
*Kindly prepared for t'¥8 report by Sergt. J. H. Smith, in charge of signal office at Cheyenne.
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Statement showing mean barometm·, 9·c.-Continued.

-~...

Thermometer.
Month.

Year.

~

8>:l

<!)

s

0

~

-~

~

~

~

0

0

~

1873 .•..•. .January ......•............... 29."831
February ..................... 29.778
March .................. ...... 29. 9]2
April ......................... 29.910
29.854
29. 996
.July ..... .. . .................. 30. 0!!9
30.112
30.051
30. 030
November ......... - ~ ---- · ... . 29. 997
December ......... -- ........ . 29. 893
29.843
1874 .•••..
29. 816
29. 809
29. 931
29.944
.June ................. .... . . ... 29.981
30.098
30. 079
30. 062
30. 082
November .... ................ 29. 881
D camber ............. ~ ...... 29. 950
1875 ...... .January ...................... 29.795
F bruary ..................... 29. 820
March ........................ 29. 810
29. 945
29. 913
30. 004
30.108
30. 052
ptember .... ............... . 30. 113
O·tob r . ................... .. . 30.045
Novemb !' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29.857
D c mber ................... 29. 8ii0
1876 .••••.
29. 851
29.854
.March ........................ 29. 781
29.894
29. 904
30. 010
.July . .................... . ... . 30. 035
.August .. .................... . 30. 027
ept mb r ...... .............. 30. 052
October .............. ..... .... 29. 944
Tov rob r .................... 29.453
D c rober ..................... 29.894
1877 ...... January .. .................... 29.898
30. 007
:::::::::::::::::: : 29.834
29.858
29.824
29. !159
.July ... ....... .. . . ............ 30. 039
ugust . .... ..... .. ...... ... . . 30. 073
pt mber .................... 29. 993
t b r ....................... 29.973
ovemb !' .............. ...... 2!!. 942
D mb r .......... ... . ....... 29.953
1878...... .January .... . ................. 29. 79
211. 7 0
_- 29. 68
29.773
29.907
30.025
.July . . .................. ...... 30.049
.Au~at .. ..................... 30.094
pt mb r .................... 30.023
otober . ...................... 29. 976

¥ua:e~ ~ ~ ~:::::::: ~::::::: ~:::::

ti~~~~~~: ~ ~ ~: ~ ~:: ~ ~:::::::::

~l~t~~!.:::::::: ~::::::::::::

~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::

ii~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~:. ~ ~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~

¥:1~ ~: :::: ~: ~: ~: ~::: ::::: ::::

i ~~~~t::: ::::::: ::::: ::::::: :

~~~~1;:::::::::::::::::::::

~i. :-:-:-:-:~-:-:-:-:-:-:-:::::::::::::

~a~~a~!.::

feaf:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::
-

F~'l%h.~.:::::::::::::::: ::::

~:-:-:-~::~~~~:~:: ~::::: ::::::

<!)

'+0-<

~

~
0

~

~

-<lj

Inches.

0

55
51
65
72
81
94
94
90
83
80
65
53
57
52
56
80
88
96
98
93
85
80
63
61
46
55
62
66
80
93
86
88
87
75
60
57
54
58
60
75
81
93
96
92
86
75
69
53
50
68
67 l
67
81
87
96
91
83
77
55
64
49
68
70
7l
76
86
92
91
87
73

Prevailing direc· tion of wind.

s

--- -----24.6
25. 0
39.7
34.4
49.2
6!l. 5
69.7
69.2
55. 9
42.5
40.1
27.6
30.4
22.9
28.9
39. 0
56. 6
65.2
71.8
68.6
54.2
46.7
35.8
29.1
1~. 5
25.6
24.3
36.9
54.7
63.7
64.0
63.2
56.0
47.9
30.3
33.4
23.8
30.7
26.8
42.4
50.6
60.8
72.3
66.5
57.3
46.9
33. 2
23.4
25.0
31.6
35.9
38.2
50.8
59.0
70.2
67.9
56.2
40.0
30.1
28 . 9
25.3
39.0
3 .7
43. 5
47.9
5 .6
70. 2
.3
52.4
42. 4

•

+>~

-17
-8
3
3
25
39
43
47
28
5
-5
- 9
-4
-12
-3
9
28
34
47
45
29
11
2
3
-38
-11
9
2
25
35
46
36
28

-

1!

-20
3
1
0
3
4
27
28
44
34
27
23
0
-14
-14
13
-2
9

27
32
43
44
27
3
-12
-10
9
6
13
19
28
35

-

44

45
23
-4

. 03
. 02
. 38
. 92
2. 41
1. 77
1.10
2. 07
. 36
. 70
. 17
. 08

.11
.11
. 74
. 61
. 50
. 34
. 87

. 44
. 93
1. 86
. 04
.16
. 42
. 06
. 23
. 50
1. 20
. 29
4. 47
2.12
1. 34
. 60
84
. 03
. 02
. 06
. 54
. 23
. 50
. 10
• 79
. 26
. 00
. 00
. 32
. 21
. 2\l
.14
. 98
1.11
2. 24
1. 27
.43
. 83
2. 02
1. 99
.17
. 33
. 08
.13
1.16
.19
4. 46
1.71
1. 43
2. 50
.75
. 04

Northwest.
West.
Do.
Northwest.
W est.
Do.
South.
West.
Northeast.
West.
Do .
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
South.
Do.
West.
Do.
Northwest.
West.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Northwest.
Do .
Do.
W est.
Northwest.
Do.
Do.
Do.
West.
Northwest.
West.
Do,
Northwest. ·
West.
Northwest.
W est.
South .
West.
Northwest.
Do.
West.
Northwest.
West.
Northwest.
West.
North.
outheast.
outh.
Do.
Do.
West.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Northwest.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
South.
Northwest.
Do.
Do.
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T~tble showing mean baromete1·, rnaxintum, minimum, and mean temperatures, amount of

minfall, prevailing di1·ection of wind and rnaximttm hoUJ·ly veloc'ity, at Cheyenne, Wyo.,
joT each month from November 1; 18781 to Novembm· 1, 1881, inclusive, Edgar McGoven,
obsm·vm·.

s.,
0

Year.

Month.

<e._;

..0~
~

Cll

o:!

<D

~

.,<D~

November ....................
November ... ------- ------ ---November ....................
December .......... ..........
December--- - -- ..............
December ....................
January ..••......... --·------January------ ................
January .... .......... ........
February.- ----- .•.... ........
February . ............ ........
February ................ . ....
March ........................
March ........................
March ........... ...... . ..... .
.April .........................
April .........................

:t!a,~l_: ::::::::::::::::::::::::
May ..........................
May ............... .... ..... ..
June ..........................
J·une .............. ---- ...•••..
June ............. . .....................
July .................. .... ....

~~~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::

August ....... ------------ -.. .August ......... .......... ....

te~)~~!\;8;:::::::: ::::::::::: :

ept.em ber ....................
September ....................
October .......................
October .......................
October ...................... .

29. 998
29. 950
29.954
29. 947
29. 787
29. 870
29.896
29.837
29. 853
29. 876
29. 832
29. 861
'29. 951
29. 851
29. 889
29. 925
29. 898
29.939
29.944
29. 905
29. 990
29. 961
29. 979
29. 844
30. 050
30.082
29. 958
30. 063
30.056
29. 98:3
30,096
30. 070
30. 008
ao. 034
30. 050
30.164

<D

+><15

+".:)

<D><

s~

.§

l=lo:!

§""

"'~

Sa;i
"">l

~

XP<
o:!

.s-o

~~ai
<n~

SE :s><..Q-o
s~

~A

~<1) ....

]~§

~

~Q

•tn

•

<D"'

;8-~
~'H

o:!o

~~

s·'"" .

~s~

.§ ~~
~-g ~

~.-.A
~
---- ---- --------Q)

~

0

1878 .. : ...
1879 ......
1880 ......
1878 ..••..
1879 ......
1880 ......
1879 ......
1880 ......
1881. .....
1879 ... --1880 ......
1881. .....
1879 ......
1880 ......
1881. .....
1879.. ....
1880 ......
1881. .....
1879 ......
1880 ......
1881.. ....
1879 ......
181SO ......
1881. .....
1879 ......
1880 ......
1881. .....
1879.. ....
l.8RO .....
1881. .....
1879 ......
1880 ......
1881.. .••.
1879 ......
1880 .•••..
1881.. ....

s

~

P<

36.7
35.4
20.2
20.0
25.8
27.8
24.3
30.5
23.9
31.5
24
28.8
39.3
27.6
34.4
44.3
41.4
46.3
56.3
53.8
54.3
64.1
62.5
67.7
69.9
66.8
6!-!. 7
65.8
64.8
68.0
58
56.9
53.5
46.1
42.8
43.9

~

0

67
67
54
56
57
60
60
63
56
59
59
59
77
69
63
72
73
75
86
84
79
92
97
97
9G
93
100.5
92
94
95
87
84
86
80
74
76

o-... ..<:l

8

0

2
11
-16
-12
-24
-24
-15
-1r
-12
-6
-10
-12
8
-17
4
22
15
13
30
28
32
32
37
43
42
49
45
40
40
47
30
32
31
18
20
17

0. 00
0. 23
0. 36
0.19
0.17
o. 08
0. 32
0. 20
0. 36
0. 20
o. 09
0. 22
o. 44
0. 06
0. 32
1. 66
0.17
2. 32
1. 30
0. 44
1.14
0. 07.
1. 06
1. 22
1. 04
1. 88
1. 40
1. 26
2. 23
]. 97
0. 00
1.1l5
1. 75
0. 65
0. 76
0. 88

NW.

w.

NW.
NW.

w.

NW.
NW.

w.
w.

NW.
NW.
NW.
NW.
NW.
NW.
N.
NW.
NW.

s.

NW.
NW.

w.

NW.
NW.
NW.

s.
s.
s.
s.
w.

NW.

NW.
NW.
W.
NW.
NW.

44
48
44
45
50
46
46
62
52
50
48
44
44
44
46
52
44
46
43
48
48
34
48
36
23
32
32
31
32
32
38
32
40
52
40
36

Barometer is corrected for temperature and elevation. Elevation above sea-leveJ is 6,057 feet
( - ) Minus wherever it occUl's signifies below zero. Maximum and minimum thermometers are
self-registering.
.

It appears from the foregoing tables, made up from official record~ by
offiicer of the Army, that they afford the most gratifying confirmation
of the conclu ions already deduced from the pbysical geography of the
continent of the Territory it elf.
Thus Cheyennee and Fort Laramie, although so high above the sealevel, have ~ mean annual temperature corre ponding to that of Middle
Peunsylvania, Ohio, and Indiana; a spring temperature like that of
New York City, Southern Penn ylvania, and Central Ohio; a summer
temperature like that of Middle Pennsylvania, Northern Ohio, Southern
Mic11igan, We tern Wi con in, and Central Minnesota; an autumn cor- ·
r 'ponding to that of Southern New York, Middle Michigan, Southern
Wi con in, and Southern Iowa; and an average winter temperature
corresponding to that of Southern Pennsylvania, and Central Ohio. An
examination of the tables in detail will show, mor ov r, that the annual
and monthlyrang~s of the th rmometer are moderat ; they are, in fact,,
ev n le than at the lower altitudes in the State above mentioned .
. The amount of rainfall i of course greatly le ther than in the States,
though occasionally in ufficient amount to produce good crops in favorable locations without irrigation, a point to be considered more at length
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in connection with another topic. The tables show a range between :five
inches and nineteen per annum.
The uniformity of the barometric pressure is very observable, as also
the uniformity with which the winds blow from the west and northwest,
with sonth winds not uncommonly in June and July. Observation
further shows that, while there is not unfrequently a quite strong breeze
blowing from these quarters, there is nothing like the constancy, force,
or violence observed in the plains farther eaRt, particularly in Kansas
and Nebraska, where the winds have free sweep. Here the ranges of
mountains check their force very much, from what quarter soever they
may blow.
HEALTHFULNESS OF CLIMATE.

The general salubrity of Wyoming may be considered as fully established.. Meteorological observations, as far as taken, indicate it, and
experience has confirmed it. Reference to the tables under the head of
climate (incomplete on account of present inaccessibility of full :files of
documents) will show that in nearly or quite all the elements requisite
to a healthful and agreeable climate Wyoming is remarkably well
endowed.
The temperature-that element of climate which most directly and
appr cia bly relates itself to personal comfort as well as general health-is
much more equa,ble than in most sections of our country. It sometimesthat i , once in years-reaches a low point in winter, and again a high
point in ·ummer. But, taking a series of years together, it shows a very
mod. rat r c rd. Going back to the period of :five years between 1850
and 1 5 , during which observations were taken at Fort Laramie, for
exampl , we :find that in one winter of extreme cold throughout the
ountry (the m rcury falling below -300 even in Southern Ohio) it
de c nde<l to -29° at Fort Laramie; also that in one season of intense
h at tl e rn r ury at Fort Laramie rose to 104o Fahr. But, scanning
the r ord a a whole, it appear that during the other years the
m xima w r 04°,9 o, 91o, and 1000; while the minima were - 240,-9°,
-14°, an -22°. The averages for the seasons and for the year further
show tb at th e xtremes were eldom reported. Thus the spring
averag :£ r h fi e years preceding 1855, fractions disregarded, wa
46°; of umm r, 91°; of autumn, 500; of winter, 30o. The average
for h :fi
ar
tw n 1 55 an 1860 were as follows: Spring, 4~ 0 ,
o -1° 47°, 450; ummer, 71o, 740, 710, 710, 750; autumn, 54P, 47°,
51o, 4. o, 4 o ; winter, 2 o, 24-o, 29o, 28o, 280. During this same period
th m an t
ratur for th whole of each year wa : In 1855, 51o ; in
1 6, 0 ; in 1 57, 50°; in 1 . . , 490; in 1 9, 490, Th mean annual
mp ra r £ r tb :fi e y ar prec <ling the above-named period bowed
g n ral a Y r g f 490.
a . ing
peri
twe n 1 60 and. 1870, r cord of which ha not
n 1 j
, w :fin tb t h p rio
ince 1871 how a like qnabilit
h
f h . enn . In
a e durin the e la t even year id
r a h a oin a
9 o, and rarely during th c ld
m er, January,
ruar. did it fall bel w- 4°;
n hly a d annual
n b ve hown a d irabl
o ra-
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sun does its work of heating the plains and rarefying the atmosphere
above them, but at night the air from the mountain heights, cool and
delicious, descends in gentle breezes to take its place. The sultry, sweltering nights so common East are never known in this region, nor indeed
are sweltering days, for the dryness of the atmosphere prevents that, as in
winter, for the same reason, one is unconscious of the cold though ·the
thermometer may show it to be extreme. The barometric record is also
very favorable, showing great uniformity.
. The amount and distribution, by seasons, of the fall of rain and snow
have been to me the most agreeably surprising feature of the Wyoming
climate. Unlike some portions of the country which are deluged in one
season and parched in another, there is here, first, a more considerable
fall than is usually supposed-sometimes as much as 19 inches-and a
very satisfactory distribution of it over the whole of those seasons-spring
and summer-when it is most grateful and most useful.
Examination of records kept by Army surgeons at military posts, inquiry among medical men of the Terrritory, and the appearance of vigorous health, which meets one everywhere in his travels among the people,
all strongly confirm and establish the conclusions reached after a careful
examination of the elements which form the•peculiar climate of this
region, namely, that Wyoming is one of the most healthful portions of
the world.
No country has entire immunity from disease-producing causes, however; and as it should be inferred that in· a mountain region like this
the diseases are somewhat peculiar, I requested Dr. G. W. Corey, for
some years a successful practitioner of medicine in this city, and one
who has made a scientific study of climate in its relation to health, to
prepare for my use a careful statement of the results of his experience
and investigations on this subject. The following is his response:
CHEYENNE, November, 1878.
SIR: In reply to your inquiry with reference to the healthfulness of these
mountain regions, and especially Wyoming, I beg to submit the following facts and
statements, some of which have heretofore appeared in print. A careful examination
of the medical statistics of the Army shows Wyoming to be as healthful as any region
of the United States. The following table will serve to show at a glance the relative
prevalence of sickness and mortality among the troops in several important regions,
deaths from all other causes except sickness having been excluded from this statement.
:Table showing comparative sickness and mortality, j1·om disease, among United States tToops
in different localities , avemr;edjor five years, j1·om 1869 to 187 4. Compiled from the official
repo1·ts of the War Department.*
DEAR

Ratio to 1,000 of
mean strength.
Localities by States and Territories.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - Atlantic coast, from New York to Maine .. -----------Arizona ... - .......... ____ . ______ . _. ___ . __ . ________ .. _.
New Mexico ...... ------------------.-----------------California and Nevada .... _... __. __ . ____ .... ___ ._·----_
Pennsylvania, Indiana, and Michigan .. __________ .. __ .
Montana .. ____ ... ___ ..... __ . ___ .. _. ___ . ___________ . __ .
Dakota ... _._. _____ .... __ ----- .. .... .. __ . ____________ ._
Wyoming: .. _..... __ ...... .. _.. _.... _____ ... ___ .. _.. __ .
Oregon, ·washington, and IdahO----------- · -----------

841.21 1, 486.90
1, 168.32 2, 481.15
954.79 1, 176. 02
1, 393.24 2, 212.60
561.75
438.25
720.90
622.74
2, 004.37 2. 453.35
1, 919.10 2,406. 24
730. 56 1, 074.60

1, 768. 01
15
14.15 2,124.14
7.42 1, 231. 70
9. 60 "1, 587. 65
2. 65 1,282. 53
3. 50 1, 157. 62
9. 55 1, 224.06
9. 05 1, 253.77
3.40 1, 471. 23

17.83
12.11
7. 77
6. 88
6. 05
5. 62
4. 76
4.71
4. 66

*Circular No.4, War Department, Surgeon-General's Office, Washington, December 5, 1870, and Cir·
eular No. B, May 1, 1875.
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It will be noted that the troops of the United States Army are subject to exactly
the same conditions and surroundings, and have the same habits everywhere; their
food, clothing, medical attendance, and places of abode are more nearly alike than
any other class of people. The acute diseases of these mountain regions are the same
in many respects that prevail in similar latitudes in the Mississippi basin, modified of
course by the very s-reat difference that exists in the climate of the two regions. The
most stdking peculiarities of this climate are the extreme dryness of the atmosphere
and the great daily range of temperature. The season of greatest relative humidity
is from October to April, and again from April to October is th~ season of least relative humidity; the atmosphere of July being the driest of the whole year. The greatest daily ranges of temperature occur during the season of the driest atmosphere.
These climatic conditions seem to have a controlling influence upon disease, catarrhal
affections prevailing most during seasons of greatest humidity of the atmosphere,
while diseases of the bowels, such as diarrhea and dysentery, prevail while the air
is driest and the ~reatest daily ranges of temperature occur. Catarrh, or,· as it is properly callecl, cold, 1s the most common disease here, as it is everywhere in this latitude.
Quinsy is very prevalent, and embra~es much the larger proportion of all the cases of
sore throat. While catarrhal affections of the upper portions of the air-passages are
extremely common, inflammatory diseases of the lungs, such as bronchitis, pneumonia
or Inn& fever, and pleurisy, are extremely rare. Intermittent f~ver or ague never
occurs here, except in persons who have lately arrived in the country from malarious
districts, either East or West. Biliousness, or "bilious attacks," are extremely common, and prevail most during the spring and summer months, and are speedily cured
by remeilies that promote the action of the liver. All continued fevers are popularily
designated as "mountain fev~s" ; they are, however, genuine rep:~ittent.anu typhoid
fevers, roo lifi.ed in some important respects by this climate, and prevail most in
autumn and early winter, following dry summers, but may occur at any season of the
year. These fevers are not as prevalent nor as fatal here as in the r egions east of the
Missouri. Rheumatism and neuralgia are not very common, and seem to prevail epidemically. More cases of rheumatism h ave occurred in this place (Cheyenne) during
1 77 ihan occurred in eight years before. Child-bed fever occurs rarely, and J;llOthers
r cov r from confinement rapidly and successfully, while children born here are extremely fine, w 11-developed, and healthy. Scarlet fever and diphtheria have never
prevailed epidemically in Wyoming, except in one instance a quite malignant form of
scarl t fever prevailed in Laramine City in 1873. Diarrhea, dysentery, and cholera.
infantnm, while th y occur here among children, have never proven to be such severe
scourg s as they frequently do in the regions east of the Missouri.
WYOMING .AS .A RESORT FOR INV.ALIDS.
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and the benefits anticipated from them have not been realized. I am of the opinion
that the influence of this mountain air upon the lungs, directly or locally, is not as important as the profound change it produces upon the whole system during the process
of acclimation, giving new life and new energy to constitutions that appeared to be
shattered and broken down. It acts as a slow and gentle stimulant and tonic to the
nervous system-the center oflife-and through it upon all the functions of the body.
Cons·urnption.-This terrible scourge of the human race unquestionably originates
in imperfect or faulty nutrition. This defect may be either hereditary or acquired~
A tendency to consumption may exist during a long life and not be developed, because
of the correct habits of the person having this constitutional defect. And, again,
consumption may be developed in a person having no constitutional taint-it being
brought on by poor diet, long-continued transgres~:~ion of hygienic laws, or residence
in an unhealthy, depressing climate, or poorly-ventilated dwellings. In view of these
facts, the prevention of consumption becomes an important consideration. For all
persons who are predisposed to consumption these regions offer a more certain lease of
life than any other on this continent. Persons whose habits of life do not allow or
compel them to fully expand their lungs in a p\Ire atmosphere-pale, thin, bloodless
clerks, or those of sedentary habits, with hacking coughs; nervous and dyspeptic
persons, children with narrow, stooping shoulders, fiat breasts, and impaired digestion-all these should seek the mountains, if possible. The light air of these elevated
regions necessitates full breathing. Every nook and corner of the lungs is for<}ed into
activity. The chest becomes full and round, the stooping shoulders straighten up,
the breathing capacity becomes greater, the blood flows more rapidly and freely
through tije lungs and is more perfectly purified or aerated. These people will find
no occasion to devote a certain amount of time every morning or evening to d~mb-bell
exPrcises and spasmodic efl:orts to inflate their lungs. They will find that this exercise goes on all through the twenty-four hours of the day and night; that it is involuntary and not fatiguing; that it' is constant and natural, and infinitely more beneficial than overexertion for a short time each day at dumb-bell and gymnastic labors.
All such persons as we have mentioned above will find their appetites and digestion
improved, their weight increased, and their physical and mentai energy greater than
thev have ever known them before.
.
Developed consumption.-After consumption has been developed the question arises
whether highlands or lowlands are preferable to relieve the suft'erer and prolong his
existence, or cure him. The extent to which the diseaRo has advanced, the amount of
the lung-substance that has been destroyed or relldered useless, and the degree of general
emaciation that has taken place, must be the guide in deciding whether the sufferer
shonld go to the highlands or lowlands, or remain at home and die among his friends.
As a rule, hemorrhage from the lungs is the first occurrence that fnlly settles the question
in the minds of the patient and his friends as to the true nature of the disease. It is
looked upon as a symptom of seated consumption. We have seen a great many persons who, frightened by this occurrence in their cases, have left homes in the East and
come here at once, and at least nine out of ten of them ha.ve been benefited, and in
many of these cases to my certain knowledge most remarkable cures have been effected.
I shouldJ then, as a rule, advise all persons as soon as homerrhage from the lungs has
occurrecL to come to the mountains as soon as possible. After softening of tuberculous deposits in the lungs has occurred, involving any considerable portion of those
organsJ the sufferer should not be brought to these elevated regions, as he will only
hasten the fatal termination by so doing. Quite a number of these unfortunate people
who have been on their way to California, over t.he Union Pacific Railroad, have died
in their seats while passing over these elevated regions. Chronic inflammation of
the lungs, chronic pleurisy, chronic laryngitis and hronchitis, are speedily cured by a
re idence here, unless they exist as complications of advanced pulmonary consumption .
.A.stlm~a.-It may be said of these regions that they are the paradise of asthmatics.
An uncomplicated case of asthma was never seen here that was not either cured or
very much benefited by a residence in these regions. Hundreds of the very worst
cases have come to Wyoming, both from the Atlantic aud Pacific coasts, and the
longer they rel';ide here the freer they become from the disease. Persons of advance~
age are as uniformly benefited as those that are younger. Asthmatics who have organic di ea e of the heart may often stay on the Great Plains, in the elevations of
from 2,000 to 4,000 feet, such as the regions around the Black Hills, with great relief
from their asthma and light inconvenience from their heart trouble.
As a rnle, persons suffering from organic disease of the heart, like those in the advane d stages of consumption, should avoid these highlands and remain nearer the
sea-l v l.
.
.Entphysenta.-As a rule this disease seems to have been benefited by long-continued
resid nee in high regions. One ca e that I have seen occasionally for seven years past
remainecl perfectly free from the disease while livin~ for two years at an altitude of
t:l,OOO £ et, but on taking up his abode at 6,000 feet e1e' ation has had an attack about
every six mon'5hs, lasting from ten days to two weeks.
-
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Cl!1·onic nasal catarrh.-This is an extremely common disease in these dry regions.
Persons afflicted with it coming here from the East are about as often made worse as
better. The evaporat.i on from the surfaces of the mucous membranes of thR nose,
caused by the currents of dry air passiug in over them at every respiration, keeps
them on a constant strain to secrete moisture sufficient to lubricate their surfaces, and
an extremely unpleasant feeling of dryness in the nose is experienced by new-comers
for some time on this account. This form of catarrh is a very manageable disease except when it attacks persons of feeble constitution.
Those suffering from general debility or nervous dyspepsia are almost certain to be
cured by a retlidence here for a sufficient length of time to become acclimated.
Respectfully, your most obedient servant,
GEO. W. COREY.
Hon. JOHN W. HOYT,
Gove1·nor of Wyoming.

,

MINERAL RESOURCES.
Rem em bering that within the past decade many portions of this Territory were infested or wholly occupied by hostile Indians, it is not
strange that it~ mineral resources have as yet been determined only in
a very general way. Enough has been ascertained, however, to settle
it beyond all question that they are vast as well as various. It is also
known that they are widely distributed; gold, silver, copper, iron, and
coal being found in·almost all portions; while gypsum, kaolin, fire-clay,
graphite, mica, antimony, soda, magnesia, sulphur, and pretroleum. are
al o found in many localities.
While I hall not be expected, within the limit of a brief report, to
giv a d tailed account of the various mineral deposits already known
and to s me extent developed, I must try, in at lea.st a general way to
point out their character, locality; probable extent, and degree of develop nt at date of writing.
GOLD AND SILVER.
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good earnest. Success attended the efforts made, and enterprising men
went in there so rapidly that soog the mining camp became South Pass
City, with a population of 2,000 to 3,000. But the presence in that
region of large bodies of Sioux and other hostile Indians made of it a
battle-ground, where many lives were lost at frequent intervals; and
soon the miners, encouraged by reports of equally good prospects and
greater security elsewhere, began dropping away, singly and in companies, until ere the end of 1870 the vacant dwellings, saloons, and shops,
with the abandoned gulches, shafts, and mills, far outnumbered those
still held and used by the more resolute and pertinacious. At present
but a few families are there to preserve a semblance of the activity that
once marked this settlement.
There is still good reason for believing that paying ·mines will be
opened and worked at that place. Such is the opinion not only of the
few resolute people who hold on to their claims in hope of means at
some time to give them a fair trial, but als'O of experienced miners from
the Black Hills and other sections who have examined the locality
within the past year.
Soon after the beginning of mining enterprises at South Pass, a
great number of quartz claims were taken up at a point called Atlantic
City, some four miles farther north. Both quartz and gulch mines were
opened and worked, with encouraging results, until the miners were
driven out by the Indians and scattered far and wide, to remain for the
most part in the less dangerous fields of Colorado, Utah, Montana, and
Dakota. At,the date of my first visit (in 1878) several mills were still
standing, but they were of the cheapest and most unprofitable sort, receiving now and then quartz enough for a few da.y s' run, but for a good
portion of the time remaining idle. Since then, some of the properties
have passed into the hands of Eastern capitalists, who afford some evidence of a purpose to give them a thorough working. Still, it must be
said that as yet not much has been accomplished.
Passing over the mountain to Miners' Delight via. Camp Stambaugh,
now abandoned by the government and in process of conversion into
a sheep ranch, one finds more activity. The mines hitherto worked are in
a gouge-like hollow, just below the summit of Peabody Htll, from which,
at an elevation of some 9,000 feet, the view of snow-capped mountains
on one side and of the Lower Rattlesnake, Seminole and other ranges,
with intervening plains on the other, is truly magnificent.
The gulch below the quartz mines has been worked for several years,
and is said to have yielded nearly a million dollars jn gold. Three
quartz-mills still stand at the upper end of the gulch, but only onr, of
them does service. The others are believed to have good sources of supply if the claims on which they are located were properly worked.
The mine which at the time I first examined it, in 1878, was owned by
Messrs. Kunckle & Keirn and had been sunk to a depth of 200 feet,
with one or two levels, and was said to be yielding $50 per ton of quartz;
the gold being what is known as free-milling. Since the demise of Mr.
Kunckle this mine has passed into the hands of Utah miners, who
have great faith in its possibilities, and are at this time taking in a large
amount of improved machinery. Should the results follow which are
confidently expected, prospecting will be revived throughout that whole
region, and thorough mining at last make a beginning. It is the
opinion of all geologists who have ever examined this portion of the
Wind River Mountains that it is destined to furnish many important
mine when it comes to be thoroughly explored.
The mining camp in the Seminole and Lewis Mountains came next in
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ord r of time. For awhile it was lively enough. Some gold was fonnd,
and a little stamp-mill of the oldest pattern was erected as an improvement on the arastras first planted. Sliafts went down to a little depth
and tunnels had been ambitiously started, when this camp, too, was
broken up by a band of hostiles. It has not been re-established, probably for the reason that no one now expects to find there a bonanza.
Speaking :first of the Seminole, the gold-bearing quartz appears to be
chiefly confined to one not very high mountain. On the slope of this
lie the Earnest mine, which for a time-until this general break-up-supplied the aforesaid mill with quartz. A drift of some 80 to 100 feet had
been run in for the purpose of striking t,h e veins at a lower level, and
some work at right angles to this had been done on the lead, which
when I t;aw it' appeared to be nearly three feet in width of ''rotten"
quartz, with a considerable proportion of iron. This properliy, long in
litigation, h:ts just been fully cleared as to its title, and the present undi puted owners are preparing to commence work the next season in a
sy tematic m·a nner.
The other mine of most importance, and now owned by Isaac Fieldhou e and others, is located on the summit of this same bill. It ha a
tru vein of about 3 feet wide, the quartz being of fair grade, neither
high nor yet extremely low, and considerable work has already been
dou e on the drift which runs on this lead. Efforts have bEen made by
New York capitali ts to purchase it at a moderate price, but as yet with·
out ucce .
i co erie deemed important have been made still further east, and
expl ration are now in progress, with what results will not be known
be£ r n xt ea on. ·
The work began some years ago in the Lewis Mountains, next we t
of the Seminole and very near the location of the mine above referred to,
wa ev n le
ucce sful. Prospects were located, roads to them constru ·ted, and a small mill built, but very little else has resulted. The
or wa ufficient to enable the Seminole Gold and Silver Mining Company, the name Seminole being stolen from the neighboring and more
pro i ing mountain , to gro ly swindle the public at large by the ale
of lar · m unt. of a tock ba ed on pretended values where none wbate er exi t l. Ha pily for the credit of Wyoming, this corrupt sch me
wa br k n up thr ugh the agency of criminal procedure in the court
and u ·h for the pre ent is he end of mining operations at that point.
n my fir t r port will be found the following account of the mining
di · ri n xt or en d :
.
·
Th m t acti e gold and ilver mining camp in Wyoming are found
r k, in the .M <licine Bow Mountain , along the outh rn
u I
of th T rritory, and near the North Fork and Grace r k
oft Little Laramie, at the foot of what i there call d the
n
p cial i it to the e localitie al o enable me to p k
r. nal b r a ion.
1gl ,' 'r ek di trict wa earlier known a the "La t bance
i n. It wa th n the 1 ·atio of considerable gul h minin cr.
· uti a few nterpri ing citizen of Laramie ity, and till m re
I h
itiz n of Illinoi , ha-ve uud rtaken quartz mining ith
r p ·t of ·nee , . The general location i o e of x 1in rr
i~ r t.
th mi r would. ay, it ha. a promi ing lo k.' It i ' 1 nt
11 tl 1
h n 1 00 £ t a ove
-1 el, and. i tr v r ed by a on1 num er of earn of gold- arin
uartz, orne of them r P1 in
h er ? -re t oftbemountainsummit , which, ingularlyen ngh,
J
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in view of the great altitude, are thickly studded with tall, straight, and
beautiful spruces, pin.es, and firs.
''The new camp just building is situated directly on Douglass Creek-a
strong and beautiful stream-.and not very far, of course, from its source.
The substantial and handsome manner of buHding the village indicates
the strong confidence which inspires the enterprise. Many claims have
been staked all about, and the work of exploring is still going on-a
task not so easy as otherwise because of the fragmentary rocks and the
thick coating of soil, huckleberry-bushes, and timber which cover the
mountains all over.
''The principal mines so far opened are the Keystone, the Blue Jay,
and the Florence.
"The Keystone is a well-defined fissure vein of quartz, about 30 inches
to 3 feet in breadth. A shaft 60 feet in depth has been sunk on the vein
at one point, and at another it has been struck by a tunnel of 240 feet
in length, 175 of which is on the vein. The ore is of low grade, yielding an average of $15 per ton of ore, but is pretty easily worked. The
company have a 10-stamp mill at work day and night, and,. with cheap
mining, convenient delivery of ore, abundance of water, and inexhaust- ·
ible supplies of timber all about the mill and mine, will find no difficulty
in netting a handsome profit.
,
'~The Blue Jay is located on the same vein as the above, simply over
the hill. Much money has been rather unprofitably spent in the construction of two or more tunnels, and the company have yet to realize .
the high expectations ·with which they commenced work, though the
success of their enterprise appears to be only a question of time and
judicious management.
"About one-half a mile from these two mines, and on the opposite
side of a ridge, is found the Florence mine. The vein is well defined ·
and the ore of superior quality. The proprietors .were just getting a
10-stamp mill upon the ground, -and are probably at this moment stamping out the gold.
"Coming down the mountain into the valley of the Little Laramie, a
visit was subsequently made to the once famous Centennial district.
This was opened in the year 1876. It is situated about 30 miles west of
Laramie City. The ledges opened are plainly visible on the slope of a
foot-hill rising abruptly from the valley of the Laramie, and were found
to be very rich. The deposits first discovered proved not to' be true veins,
however, and were soon practically exhausted . . Several new prospects
have been recently opened, but the promise is not large.
"Near the foot of the Snowy Range, and 13 or 14 miles from the Centennial, was found a recently-opened camp of prospectors, who are strong
in the belief that they have found important deposits of silver and gold,
more especially the former. Two or three shafts have been sunk to a
depth of 50 feet or more, and samples of argentiferous lead and other
suppo ed ore taken from them were shown. Whether they are valuable
or worthle swill be determined by the 'rerritorial a sayer, who has them
for examination. With a properly-improved wagon-road, or tramway,
thi di trict, supplied as it is with an abundance of water and timber,
is well circum tanced, should this ore prove to be productive.
"At various other points-on Sheep Mountain, opposite the Centen~
nial; on J elm Mountain, at the bead of Big Laramie River; on Rock
Creek, near the old overland stage road, 30 mile northwe t of Laramie City; in the Laramie Range, but a few miles west of Cheyenne ; at
the head of Stinking Water River, near the a tern boundary of the
National Park; in the Little 1\iissouri Mountains, the Wolf, and es-
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pecially in the Big Horn Mountains-gold and silver have been prospected for, and one or the other. or both, actually found; but as yet no
very satisfactory results have been obtained."
All this, so conscientiously written in 1878, requires revision to-day.
The camp on Douglass Creek, having had an active life of about two
years and witnessed the erection of two stamp mills and gained a population of two or three hundred, is now pretty nearly abandoned.
The Keystone mine, owned exclusively by citizens of Wyoming, was
vigorously worked for a while, though with the help of an old mill,
which wasted a large per cent. of the gold, and without the capital requisite to the most thorough and economical mining. But at length
water came in greater abundance than could be overcome without better
machinery; and the owners being without the money necessary to its purchase and working, the mine was of course brought to a standstill.
Meanwhile, the Florence mine, which had been opened with great
promise of reward and provided with a 20-stamp mill at heavy cost,
gave signs of weakening, and was at length abandoned by the disheartened propr\eters on the recommendation of a competent expert.
Notwithstanding this unhappy experience there are certainly good
mines yet to be worked on Douglass Ureek. Whatever the value of the
Flor nee, the Keystone will bear investi.gation. The very expert who
ad vi e i closing the Florence has been willing to put money into the
Keystone, and would have done so could terms have been ma<le with
the owners, whose strong confidence led them to reject the very considerable offer made. The company has been reorganized, and steps are
now taken towards placing it on a more substantial pecuniary footing.
The v in i unquestionably a true :fissure, having well-defined walls
with clay" gouge" and in places a banded structure. The average width
of in i a little over three feet; the minimum being 18 inches, the
maximum nearly six feet. A shaft 11 x 5 feet has been sunk on the vein
to th depth of 137 feet, with two levels 260 feet in extent. Alr ady
35,0 0 in bullion has been taken from the mine,· and something like
half a much more in value was in sight ·when it :filled with water.
Prof. J. . Murphy, mining engineer and formerly Territorial geologi t
and minin()' ngineer for Wyoming-a very competent per on-after
I e ling orne time in carefully examining the property, worlting it
or and a aying the tailing , reported officially that a 40-stamp mill
of b · Jm wn mo el and con truction should make a daily yield of a
little er J,O 0, wi h a neces ary expense not exceeding $240; whi h,
da a year for working, would aftord a net profit of o er
all wing
$..,2 ,
p r annum.
It i. , afe t a that a property hating anything like such capabilities
a thi will t much l n r wait for development.
re k district to it temp rary quie cenc
L a in now the ougla
it · gr tif i
to :fir d thG t the Centennial di trict, suppo ed at tb dat
of£ rm r writi 0' t e final! dead, ha had an awak ning and i again
t min with tivity.
t having found time to revi it the min in
th 1 lity hi ea n, I am n t able to peak from per onal lm wl~d
f
e t ils. Tb · mu h i known, however, that n w pro pe tm th r
en uffi.cientl nc
ful to re ult in the ere i
of a
nee di 'couraged have tak n hold again
n
mill nd t at p rti
ith more han the ol zeal a d n rgy.
ill
r gra ifying are th r ult of labor in the Jelm
untain
<li ric wh re minin pro
t f value, "upposed to be q ite d ubtful
fir
re developing in
ine of ufficient importance to COlD:·
m nd he confidence of foreign experts and capitalists. Mor than a
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dozen mines are working at the present time, with good prospects,
and something of a village, known as Oummins Oity and beautifully
located on the Little Laramie River, has sprung up as a consequence.
The most important of these mining prospects are owned by companies located at Cheyenne, Laramie City, and Cummins, all of whom
have pushed forward their work with commendable vigor. Geologically
speaking, this district is somewha.t pec'uliar. But the mountains are
evidently a spur of the Medicine Bow Range, in many portions of which
valuable mines are being disco\ered, and it now looks more as though
the question whether the veins carrying the precious metals are true
fissures would be settled affirmatively. The Gold Hill mine, owned and.
workt'd by the Union Mining Company, is a ledge of extarordinary
width-over 30 feet-with a distribution of mineral throughout the
mrtSS.

It bas been reported upon favorably by an English expert representing a London syndicate, who, in case of purchase, will soon commence
thorough work by driving atuu:pel and erecting a large stamp mill. Thus
far, 'in addition to numerous superficial cro s-cuts to expose the ledge
in its full width, work has been confined to a shaft some :-ixty feet cieep
and ·a tunnel incline something less than one hundred feet in length.
Occasional samples of ore show a large amount of gold, one assay made
under my own direction yielding gold at the rate of $612 per ton of roclr,,
but the distribution throughout. the Jedge matter is such as to reduce
the mass to a comparatively low grade.
1
TL.e Southern and the Western are also considered good prospects ;
work is being vigorously pushed .i n them, and the proprietors are very
sanguine of satisfactory results.
Some ore of high grade has been taken fi·om the " Betsey Jane" and
co11tiguous prospect , belonging to a Laramie City company, whose
property is certainly valuable if the fine bodies of quartz showing itself
on the surface should lead to a true fissure vein.
The Lone Boy, another claim visited by me the past season, is located
farther south, a half mile or more. The broad l~dge of good-looking '
quartz had the appearance of being a fissure vein, and the owners are .
. steadily progressing with the development.
.A. neighqoriug claim.has a wicle ledge of quartz carrying a considerable proportion of copper, with some silver. Tests made of the ore at
Denver indicate that this may become a valuable mine.
Beside the foregoing there are numerous other prospects which are
highly esteemed and may prove equal to the best, though as yet they
have not gained tlw same prominence.
The Cummins City camp is beautifully located on the traveled road
to North Park and also on the located route of the North Park branch
of the Union Pacific Railway, now in process of construction. · Being
but 30 mil from Laramie City, traversed by the Little Laramie River,
which affords not only a supply of pure water for general use and for
jrrigat.ion, but al o an abundant water-power, and supplied, moreover,
with inexhau tible sot1rce of timber in the immen e fore t adjacent, it
is a favorabl, eircum tanced for. uccessful mining operatious as could
be desired.
upply of th precious metals, the only que tion not yet
fully 'ettl d, i now in a fair way to be determined, with very favorable
indication on the affirmative ide.
Pro p cting for gold an ilv r in the Laramie Range west and northwe8t of Cheyenne ha be n re ived within the pa t eason, with very
encoura :ing re ults. .A. large number of location have been made,
work lla been commenced at everal points, and the appearance now is ·
(j5 S I
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It is also worthy of remark under this bead that prospectors have
found, within the past year or two, especially during the last season,
indications of g·old and silver in the Red MountainH, which lie just
within the southern boundary of the Yellowstone National Park~ and
also in the neighboring mountains outside.
.
Turning, now, to Northeastern Wyoming, we have very encouraging
accounts of discoveries in that portion of the Black Hills lying on t.h e
Wyoming side-a portion roughly estimated as being about one-third
of the whole. The discoveries are said to have been made at several
points along Sand Creek, a tributary of the Belle Fourche; also in the
region between the Black Hills, so called, and a minor range kno..wn as
the Bear Lorlge Mountains, and still farther south in a locality known
as Nigger Gulch. The mining in all these localities is generally of the
kind designated as gulch mining. The gold is reported as being of fine
quality, and occurring in nuggets of considerable value.
I had formed a plan to visit this· locality late in the present autumn,
and, in fact, twice set out on a journey thither, but was turned back ~y
reports of snow and weather otherwise unfavorable.
I know of ·n o region of the United States in which gold appears so
widely distributed as in Wyoming, and I cannot doubt that · eventually
numerous mines of much value will be worked, thus placing this great
Territory, so rich in other resources, among the most important of the
gold-producing sections. We are now where Colorado was some fifteen
years ago. A few fortunate strikes may serve to give to Wyoming a similar impetus and start it on the high road to a remarkable development.
We have many mines already that appear certain to yield handsome
returns whenever the requisite combination of energy and skill, with
sufficient capital, can be brought about. The ores may generally prove
to be of low grade ; but so much the better if they are found in large
bodies and prove to be widely distributed, for such conditions would"'
insure to our Territory a steady, healthy and prosperous industry, instead of a succession of feverish and disturbing excitements.
.
COPPER ORES.

Copper is also found to have a very wide distribution, showing itself
very exten~;ively throughout the Laramie Range and several spurs thereto belonging; in the straggling hills beyond Fort Laramie, known as
Rawhide Buttes; along the course of Running. Water, in the same general region ; farther west on the Laramie and North Platte Rivers, above
Fort Laramie; in the neighborhood of Rawlins; in general terms, along
the southern boundary of the Territory, in the Medicine Bow Mountains;
and doubtless at many other points of which I have not yet gained a
knowledge.
The existence of copper in the Laramie Mountains bas been known
for some years; attracting at one time sufficient attention to secure the
opening of a prospect called the "Metcalf Mine" and the erection of a
sort of smelter, which, however, proved to have no practical value. Of
this and some neighboring mines I wrote as follows in my report of 1878:
''The copper ores in the Laramie Range are located in township 14
north, range 70 west, and at theheadoftbe middle branch of Crow Creek,
20 to 25 miles. west of Ubeyenne. They occupy the eastward slope. of
the range, and the veins, which have a considerable dip or are vertical, with two or three feet in thickness, have a general northeastern
and south western direction, though not altogether conformable in this
respect.
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"I have seen no analysis, but have before me the reported results of a
number of assays made to determine the per cent. of copper and the
presence of gold and silver. It appears that the ores taken from different veins are quite various in composition. Thus, one ore contained but
little copper, but showed 70 per cent. of lead, yielding $86.35 in silver
per ton. Another yielded 30 per cent. of copper, with $10.36 per ton of
silver and $10.33 of gold. Still another, by the United Stat~s mint at
Denver, showed that the ore was an antimonial sulphate of copper containing 46 per cent. of the metal. and 15.77 ounces of silver, worth $2f).35
per ton of ore. The Omaha Smelting and Refining Company, whose
chemist examined a large lump of the ore, made a report, from which I
extract the following:
·
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heights, though nearly 2,000 feet above the valley of the Platte, are
reached by a tortuous wagon-road of easy grade. All in all, it is one of
the most charming spots I have seen in all Wyoming. Moreover, the
accounts to which I have listened, of very large bodies of copper ore of
low grade-ores, too, of many varieties, carbonate, sulphuret, and other
-were verified by my own observation. Croppings at ma.ny places, and
for the most part in parallel lines, suggestive of veinsi impress the observer at once with the hlea that nearly the entire hil is a body of ore.
Superficial openings have been made at several points, including one
at the foot of the hill and near the creek. At the one last named the
ore had the appearance o( carrying more copper and to lie between
walls of granitic rock and micaceous schist-encouraging signs in view
of the considerable depth below the openings on the sumn:tl t.
Samples of the ore brought away have interested a number of experts
of high standing, and t.he only assay made yielded 22 per cent. of copper
and a trace of silver. Should the more superficial rock, which appears
to have been thrown up in immense bodies, prove to co:qtain paying
quantities of' copper and to lead at some depth to a true vei11, as it is·
lik('ly to do, these claims would certainly prove very valuable.
Latest of the copper discoveries ar~ those at and near a point on the
Laramie River, some 15 miles above Fort Laramie, and now known
as Copperopolis. ~1\..ttention was called to this district early last spring
by Messrs. Dickson, McGregor, Miller, Allen and others, citizens of
Cheyenne, who presented copper ore of such undoubted value that pros~
pecting at once began in good (:'arnest. The ores are carbonate and sulphuret, mostly; the latter sometimes being very rich in both copper and
silver, yielding as high as 60 per cent. of the former, and, it is said, as
high as 500 ounces per ton in silver.
.
Considerable work has been done on the Green Mountain Boy, Cali- ·
fornia, Sunrise, Empire and other claims, and from the first named 50
to 100 tons of ore have been shipped to Denver for smelting. .At date
of last account received, an excavation in the body of ore to the exextent of 23 feet in width and the whole thickness of the deposit (varying from 4 to 8 feet), had been made at the front, with a tunnel of
usual width extending back iuto the hill some 60 feet.
As the ore in this case lay imbeded in limestone-that is, had limestone below, above, a:tiu on either side-it was naturally feared that it
might prove to be~ mere deposit narr·owly limited on every side. The
tunnel having 'passed entirely through the ore into the limestone, this
theory was probably well founded; although the proprietors are not
without hope that they will strike it again farther back in the hill, and
are working on with that in view.
The owner of the Sunrise mine, which is located near another camp,
called Hartville, and about one mile above Indian Springs, four miles
from the" Green Mountain Boy," have made arrangements for running
into the hill with a tunnel a distance of 200 feet, as a means of determining the value of their claim. 1 also hear of further work to be done
on the other claims mentioned; and it seems likely that one more
more eason will solve a question in which a large number of our people
feel a good deal of interest.
Near the above prospect , Mr. James Adams informs me he has found
copper ores of an entirely dift'erent charaeter, which bear evidence of
b elonging to fissure veins. Samples of this ore encourage the hope that
hi opinion is well founded.
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Having nothjng new to communicate on this head, nor yet concerning
the known and very intert>sting deposits of sulphur, graphite, and soda,
I think proper to borrow from my report of 1878 the results of my early
inquiries on these subjects:
"Iron i Reen in very many localities ; but the largest deposit yet discovered i found in the Laramie Range, northwest of Cheyenne about .45 miles
and 25 miles northeast of Laramie Cit.y. It was observed and reported
upon nearly twenty years ago by different Army officers, and in 1860 received a vi it from Prof. F. V. Hayden, then attaehed to the exploring
expedition led by General W. F. Raynolds, who also revisited it in 1868,
and ha since spoken of it as being apparently unlimited in extent and
of great prm~pective value. It occupies a ridge of some 15 miles in
length at the head of Chugwater Creek, and parallel with the Laramie
Range. Thi ridge, rising full 600 feet above the Chugwater (which
caii ns it) may be properly called a mountain; and it does go by the
name of '/.fhe Iron Mountain.' The ore is interstratified with the feldspathic granit -s which compose the body of the ridge, and its beds have
th . am incHnation anrl cleavage. The mode of occurrence is like that
of the Lak
uperior deposits, and Dr. Hayden expresses the opinion
that th ore' i ' probably of the age of the Laurentian rocks of Canada.'
It i. a rna etic ore, very rich in metallic iron , as the following analysis,
m de at tb Columbia School of llines by Mr. J.P. Carson, connected
with the ayden Survey, will show:
Parts in 100.

q uiox ide of iron ........•...••••.......... . ..••.........•••........... _.

45. 03

pfl~~~~~~~ -~f. ~~~- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~::: ~ ~: : ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~:::: ~ ~ ~:::: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~: ~ ~:: :::::: 1~: ~~
Tit.ani

acid ........................................ . ........ _...... ...••.

Aln 1oina .... . . . . ..• . . .............•.......... _....•..•••..... __ .....•. _.
q uioxide of chromium ... . ................ . .... _.. . . . • . . ... _. _.... __ .•.
q nioxide of mangan ese ....... _. ... ... . ................... __ .. _.. _.... _.
Lint . . . . . . • . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . • . _. • • . __ .... _.. . . • . . • . __ _• . . _.... _.....

xicl of zin . . . . . ...•..•••••.•.•.•... • .•... . _. . . . . . • • • • • . • • ..••••• __ . . .

~~~~ :~

~ ~:: ~:::: ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~: ~

~

~~

~:

~~

~

23.49
3. 9

2. 45
I. 53
I. 11
0. 47

L~~

o ::::: -. :
·_
·_ :: ·_
•. : ::: :::: : : : :: : : : : :: ·. : : : :: :
Pho pboro ...... ....... . ... . .... ... .... . ......... . ..................... a trace.
f tallic iron .. .. .. ...•. . .. . ... _........ J..

. . . . • • •• • . • • . • • • . . • . . • . . . . . • •• . • .

99.78
45. 49
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published by him, quotes testimony regarding the value of this paint,
from which I extract the following:
"Superintendent. Stevens, of the Union Pacific car and building department, says: ' * * * We use it exclusively for painting box and flat
cars, iron and tin roofs, and buildings on the line of this road; have
found it a valuable preservative of wood, and the very thing so long
needed for repairs of leaky roofs, for while it is cheap as a paint it fills
up all nail-holes and leaks, and beomes virtually an iron covering, perfectly impenetrable to water. We are satisfied that it will cover more:
surface, pound for pound, last. longer, and retain its color better tban
any paint before the public.' Th master painter of the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Company's car-works says: 'I have had your paint
in test for about six months. I put .t wo coats of it mixed with boiled
oil on piece of sheet iron and buried it in strong brine about six months
ago, and it does not show any signs of rusting through the l)aint. I have
also used it on locornoti ve work, and :find that it covers far more surface
than any iron paint I have used.'
" Besides the use made of it upon the buildings of the Union Pacific
Railroad Company, one observes that it has been extensively used for
private buildings, especially for barns and other out-buildings, throughout the Territorv.
·
"This red oxide also makes an excellent flux for the reduction of silver
ores. Many thousands of tons have been shipped to Utah for this purpose since the opening of the mine."
ANTIMONY.

I am credibly informed that at two or three points, more especially
in the Green River basin, there are deposits of antimony of a very excellent qualicy. .A.s y~t, I have not been able to see for myself, however,
and this allusion-well warranted, as I believe-is made as still further
indicating the extraordinary variety of minerals of which Wyoming is
possessed.
"GRAPHITE.

"Reference has been made during my travels over the Territory to several deposits of graphite, but I have gained definite knowledge of but
one, namely, in the Laramie reg:ion, about 12 miles west of the Laramie
Iron Mountain. It occurs, of course, in a section of country marked. by
signs of upheaval, and the veins, which vary in thickness from 18 inches
to 4i feet, are \arious in direction and dip; some being quite horizontal, orne having a considerable inclination, and others being altogether
vertical. Seven mines have been located on this :field, whose area is perhaps 2 quare miles, and specimens have been subjected to various
analyses and practical tests with very satisfactory results. The matel'ial, as taken from the 1nine, yields 80 per cent. of pure graphite. yYheu
pulverized and rubbed upon any surface it gives a bright and beautiful
poli h. The depo its ·a re certainly of much value, and an investment of
a few thou and dollar would seem to be alone necessary to the realization of handsome profits from the enterprise.
"SULPHUR.

''Near the head of Bear River, in extreme Southwe tern Wyoming,
have been found immense deposits of a superior quality of sulphur. The
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regjo-n is -volcanic, extinct craters being still plainly visible in the vicinity
of the deposits. .As the material is very easily worked and lies but
about 20 to 25 miles from the railroad, the future value of these deposits
is unquestionable.
" SOD.A._:_SULPH.A.TES .AND BiCARBONATES.
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temperature (but under 91t 0 ), a hydrated sulphate would still have been formed, but
with less water, and the crystals would have been unalterable in the air. Such being
the characteristics of the material, I proceed now to a description of the supply.
"The deposit whence the sample mentioned was taken covers an area of more than
100 acres, being a solid bed of crystallized sulphate of soda about 9 feet thick. The
deposit is supplied from the bottom by springs whose water holds the salts in solution. The water rising to the surface rapidly evaporates, and the salts with which it is
impregnated readily crystallize in the form mentioned. Upon removing any of the
material, the water rising from the bottom fills th~ excavation made, and the salts
crystallizing replace in a few days the material removed. Hence the deposit is practically inexhaustible, and it now contains about 50,000,000 cubic feet of chemically
pure crystallized sulphate of soda ready to be ut.ilized.
~
"Soda is most valuable in the form of carbonate, although its sulphate also has its
uses. Neu·tral carbonate of soda is a salt of vast importance on account of its uses in
the arts, and the production of this salt is a desideratum. For a long time it was
only obtained from the lixiviation of the ashes of sea-weed, inland plants affording
salts of potassa principally, while in marine plants salts of soda preponderate.
"Spain fo.rmerly produced the greater part of the carbonate used in Europe, called
barilla, and sometimes Alicant or Malaga soda. It was afterward largely prepared
on the coasts of Scotland and Wales and among the Hebrides. In the Peninsula the
sourue of supply was limited, and among the rocky crags of the Western Isle it was
a difficult task to gather the ESea-weed, prmcipally the algre and f'!lci, by whose incineration, the lixiviation of the residual ashes, and repeated manipulation, 4 per cent.
of soda may be obtained. The supply from these sources being so limited, and the
cost so excessive, early in the present century chemists, encouraged by the French
Government, made many attempts to manufacture the article from other materials.
After many unsuccessful attempts and fruitles experiments, a process was discovered
by Le Blanc for the conversion of chloride of sodium into carbonate of soda, and it is
to this process that we mainly owe our present supply.
"The soda consumption of the United States amounts to some 250,000,000 pounds a
year, all of which is imported at an outlay of about $47 in gold per ton, at seaboard,
besides the duty, which is, I believe about 20 per cent. ad valot·em, making $56.40 in
gold per ton. Here is a staple article which is imported at an outlay of $7,0PO,OOO annually, whereas we have within our borders the material for its production in greater
purity and abundance than it exists elsewhere, and there is no reason why we should
not supply the domestic demand and also foreign markets.
"Lc Blanc's process, to which referenc~ has already been made, consists first in converting the chloride of sodium into sulphate of soda by the introduction of sulphuric
acid, and then in substituting carbonic acid for the sulphuric acid, which is done by
heating together, on the bnck hearth of a reverberatory furnace, to the point of
fusion, materials in the followin~. proportions by weight, viz: 1,000 anhydrous sulphate of soda, 1,040 carbonate of lime, and 530 charcoal; the reaction takin~ place
in sHch manner that two equivalents of sulphide of calcium, combining with one
equivalent of lime, form an oxysulphide of calcium, perfectly· insoluble in water, the
water dissolving out only the carbonate of soda.
"As the material of our native deposit is already sulphate of soda, we may dispense
with the first and most expensive part of Le Blanc's process-the production of sulphate of soda from chloride of sodium and sulphuric acid. All that we have to do is
to convert t.h e sulphate of soda into the carbonate, and here the latter part of that
process seems precisely adapted to the purpose and could be conveniently adopted
here, charcoal and limestone being cheap and abundant in the immediate vicinity. A
Marseilles reverberatory furnace, such as is used in England and France for the purpose, with the necessary appliances, buildings, &c., for works with a capacity of one
ton per day, of the anhydrous carbonate, would cost not to exceed $10,000, and the
capacity might be increased for less than 50 per cent. additional for each ton of increa ed capacity.
·
"Now, by a calculation based upon the atomic weight of the combining elements, it
is ascertained that for the production of one ton (2,000 pounds) of anbydrous.carbonate of sodn. there are required2, 665 pounds of anhydrous sulphate of soda.
2, 15 pound of carbonate of lime.
1, 013 pounds of charcoal.
6,493 pounds of material, 30.8 per cent. of the sum of the combining e(1uivalents
being carbonate of oda. The above proportions differ but slightly from those of the
LeBlanc process, which ha uud rgone Elo thorough practical te t, so that we have a
safe basis upon which to est.imate the cost of production. About 56 per cent. of the
commercial carbonate being the water of crystallization, after making due allowance
for waste in manipulation, one ton of the product as above will form two tons in a
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crystallized state. Hence for the production of one ton of commercial carbonate of
soda1, 332 pounds of anhydrous sulphate of soda, costing ......•.••.. -- .• - •• - -.... - $1 33
1,407 pounds carbonate oflime .•.... ------ ·----· ...... ...... ..•... ...••. .....
70
506 pounds of charcoaL .................................... - .... -. - ..... -. . 2 50
3, 245 pounds material, costing .................................... --- ....... - 4 53
be ides transportat.ion to works, the average cost of which would be about $1 per ton
=$1.62. Manipulation, it is estimated, would cost $10 per ton, and packages say $3.50.
Summing up we have forMaterial mined ............. _....... _.................. -- .......... - •.... --.- $4 53
Transportation to works ..... _._ ..................................... - .. -.... 1 62
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that, ~t the several points indicated by stakes, borings had been made
to the extent of the auger's length (40 feet) without passing beyond the
solid soda, such as we found near the surface. Assuming the correctness
of the statements as to number of deposits and depth of the moRt important ones, it is safe to say that they are unapproached for quantity by
any other soda deposits in the known world. When examined chemically, this soda is not a pure bicarbonate, but has a mixture of sulphate
and other soda salts. The source of these wonderful deposits ceases to
be a mystery when one examines the rocks of the surrounding mountains, which mainly consist of feldspathic granite. . Quite a large proportion of Independence Rock, near by, which was more particularly
examined, is crystalline white soda feldspar; rock easily decomposed
and rich in the salts here deposited. By what means soever the soda
reached these basins, whether through undercurrents bearing the salts
in solution and rising like springs, or by solution and surface-washing,
it is clear that these feldspathic rocks on all sides explain its origin."
~ince the foregoing was written, other "lakes" of soda than those referred to, have been discovered and considerable amounts of Eastern
capital has been invested in them with a view to their early utilization
by the establishment of works for manufacturing soda for commerce.
Plans have also been formed which look to the erection of works for the
manufacture of glass for the Rocky Mountains and Pacific Coast markeLs.
Besides which, it should be said that the sulphate-of-soda deposits
lying near Laramie City have been purchased in whole or in part hy the
Union Pacific Railway Company, whose intention it is to build their
North Park branch directly past them, and thus render their availability
a thing of the immediate future.
MAGNESIA.

In the vicinity of Rock Creek, and within three miles of the Union
Pacific H.ailway, there is an extensive body of the sulphate of mag11eRia,
so nearly pure that it can be used very well in the crude state. The
depo it covers an area of nearly one hundred acres, and is several inches
in thickness.
GYPSUM.

Beds of gypsum of the very best quality are found in very extensive
bed and in many localities. In addition to the deposits in the Wind
River Valley and on Horseshoe Creek, between Forts Laramie and Fetterman, to which reference was made in a former report as being of three
grades, all excellent, to wit, the first hard and stony, the second soft
and crumbly, and the third beautifully cry~talline, ·till more exteusive
bodies of it have been found quite recently in the neighborhood of the
Red Buttes Railway Station, in Albany County. These cover an area of
many hundred of acre , and are o near to tlle rail way that wagon transportation·is not an item in the que tion of economic u e.
FIRE CLAY.

Thi mineral ub tance, o e ential in the art and o especially necessary in the working of m tal , coking of coal, manufacture of ga -in fact,
wh rever a strong heat mu t be employed-al o abounds in Wyoming,
e pe ·ially in the valley of the opo-Agie and at orne point on tLJ.e eat:>teru lope of the Laramie Range.
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KAOLIN.

Kaolin or porcelain clay of fine quality is found in Albany County at
· one or two points. I have not yet vi~ited the locality, and am not able
to speak with much definiteness concerning it at present.
MIC.A..

Besides the mica claims at Diamond Peak near the boundary of Colorado, and possibly on the Colorado side of the line (ofwhich more or less
has been said within the recent years, but which have been abandoned
because of the expense of working, the ·diminution of the plates in size
as the shaft! went down, and, last of all, the discoloration of the plates
with iron), I hear of a mine or mining claims this season discovered on
the eastern side of the Laramie Mountains, some thirty miles northwest
of Fort Laramie. Not much work has yet been done, but the mica
shown me by Mr. James Adams, who visited the spot only a few days
since, is of excellent quality. The plates will, some of t.hem, square seven
or•eight inches, and when reduced by cleanage to the proper thickness
are almo t as clear as glass. Of course, the extent of the mine, and
hence its value, can only be settled by much work.
BUILDING MATERIAL.

Certainly the world can furnish no :finer granites, or greater number
of varieti of them, than can be found in this Territory. Dark gray,
light gray, brown, red, pink, and greenish, with every variety of shade
betw en, can be found in our mountains. While some are coarse and
rapidly crumble down under action of the elements, thus forming our
grand l pe and wide-extended plains, others are extremely firm in
texture and very hard, receiving a beautiful polish. · Of sandstones, also,
ther are many kinds, from the nearly white to the deep, almost blood- ·
re and w ll uited to building purpose of every ort.
too, w ha e many sort of limestone, from the carbonates, which
r adily burn into lime, and the jurassic white and red, with almost
metallic hardne , to the crystalline marble.
Th la -menti ned i e pecially found on the Laramie Plain , a few
mil ea ' of Cooper Lake Station, where it occurs in a ledge nearly a
hundred:£ twideand carcl'ly le than two mile in lenoth. The surface
rock i
c · gly fi e-grained, suggesting at first whether it may not
be a po it from water, but a more careful in pection how its cr talli
hara r. T o many line of fracture and con iderable di col rati n ar the onl dr wback . It may be uppo ed that the e will
e ura ly r wholly di appear, however; ind d the mall amount of
work don thu far tre::1g h n the opinion that uch i likely to be the
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superior quality. The brick are sold at many places along the line of
the railway, the prices ranging from $5 to $7 per thousand, according
to distance.
COAL.

Quoting again to some extent from my report of 1878, I next speak of
the numerous and im:i:nense fields of coal found in Wyoming, the importance of which can hardly be overestimated.
"If our supplies of gold, silver, copper, iron, soda, petroleum, graphite,
gypsum, and marble were vastly greater than now, and we were without corresponding supplies of fuel, they could profit us but little. There
must be coal for the smelting of ores, for the processes of refining of crude
materials, and ~or the generation of motive power. Without her vast
stores of coal Pennsylvania could never have made herself the ·seat of
flaming furnace8 and fouudries, nor yet of countless factories and thundering mills. Without her fields of coal England could never have gained
her acknow1edged industrial supremacy among the nations, and open~
her markets in every country on the globe.
·
"It is, then, a matter of vast importance that Wyoming, occupying a
central position in that one-third of the continent which lies between the
Missouri and the Pacific slope, with its treeless plains and but scattering
mountain forests, with its numberless veins of the precious and baser
metals, with its mountains of iron and other great mineral deposits-it
is a matter, I say, of vast importance that Wyoming, thus situated and
circumstanced, is possessed of fields of coal hardly second in extent to
those of Pennsylvania, and superior in quality of product to any other
west of the Mississippi. Taken in connection with geographical position
and the other advantages possessecl by this Territory, they afi'ord guarantees of supremacy which need only the wisdom of practical statesmanship to assure their early realization .
."The distribution of coal in Wyoming is so wide that enumeration of
localities is impossible. It might almost be said that the whole Territory
is one vast coal-basin, broken through here by a mountain-range, and
there covered up by more recent deposits. Certainly it would hardly be
extravagant to say that nearly one-fifth of the whole area is underlaid
with more or less continuous beds of it. There is less, I think, in middle than in northern and southern Wyoming; but I do not now recall a
single one of the many journeys I have made in all sections of the Territory during which outcroppings of coal were not seen. Throughout a
southern belt of 50 to 100 miles in width across the southern portion,
traversed by the Union Pacific Railroad, it shows itselfalmostconstantly;
it is found in the valleys of the Green and Snake Rivers, in the basin
north and east of the Wind River Range; it crops out at many points
both east and west of the Laramie Range ; it shows itself in that beauti.
ful region north and east of the Big Horn Mountain , as well as in the
Powder River region; and it is abundant in all that broad section drained
by the headwaters of the North and South Forks of the Cheyenne.
"The mode of occurrence of the Rocky Mountain coal is thus set forth
by Dr. F. V. Hayden, United State geologi t, report of 1870:
"The coal of the Rocky .Mountains is distributed along t.heir flanks as several leaves
in the great book of folded strata, and invariably in the transiti()n beds or between
the Tertiary and Cretaceous. Nowhere in the world is there such a vast development
of the recent Coal .Measures, and in few places is their existence more necessary to the
advancement and improvement of the region in which they occur. Tbey lie regularly
and in the main quite horizontally; though clo e to the mountain the beds are naturally tilted. The coals are called varwusly lignites, brown, semi-bituminous, and
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bituminous, though from their chemical constitution they ally themselves much more
nearly with the latter. They are distinguished by their cleavage-planes, which latter
are nearly perpendicular to the planes of lamination and to each other, and give to
this coal (which is usually friable) a stair-form structure almost resembling the crystallization of some clusters of iron pyrites. It is hardly worth while to say that these
coals differ in different localities as to general structure and chemical composition.

"Again, speaking of their nature and quality, Dr. Hayden says, page
181:
"It has been stated above that these coals belong in the mail!- to the class of the bituminous coals, both by nghtoftheir chemical constitution ~tnd their physical properties.

"I come now to speak of Wyoming coals in particular.
"Naturally enough, it is only the Coal Measures along the line of the
railroad that have been opened. At many points remote, superficial
openings have been made for local and domestic use. .
"The first important outcop near the railroad, going west from the
Laramie Range, is seen at Cooper Lake, in the center of Laramie Plains.
The vein there is about 15 feet thick; the quality fair; the area occupied
exten ive, though it has not yet· been very fully explored.
"The first actual mining is done a,t carbon, 50 miles farther on. There
the quality is not the best on the line of the road, but it proves very
good for locomotive use, and the railroad company have .opened the mine
quite extensively. The vein is 10 feet thick.
'' Analy is as follows; ·
Per cent.

Fixeu carbon .........• ....•.....•........... _. _.. _.. _....... _.... __ .. ___ ...
Volatile constituents...... .. .. .. . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
Ash ....•.................••................. _......... _... _.. _. . . . . . . . . . . • .
Water ....•.......... _................•.... _.......... __ . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . .

49.72
35.4
6.00
6.80
100.00

4.75
0.07

one.
1.35
100.00

1.36
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erals with ordinary coal are coming into use, but still a ground of some
' ·
inconvenience for the time being.
The veins of coal here owned by the Union Pacific Railway Company
vary from four to nine feet in thickness. They are worked with good
machinery and after the most approved methods.
Another mine belonging to the Excelsior Mining Company and located
.a little more than half a mile from the railroad has a ten foot vein, and is
admirably circumstanced for economical working, the deposit lying in a
bed almost exactly horizontal, and no hoisting being necessary. It is
also a vein of very excellent coal, by some pronounced the best hitherto
found in the Territory.·
Near Carter Station, in Uinta County, there occurs a remarkable succession of coal strata in alternation with sandstone. The exposure has
a front of some miles and the· aggregate thickness of the coal seams bas
been estimated at over 400 feet. The coal is considered good, but it has
not yet been mined to any considerable extent.
Proceeding westward, the next are found on the very border between Wyoming and Utah, though on the Wyoming side and dipping
eastward. Concerning this. :field, I am privileged to quote from an unpublished paper on'' The coal :fields west of the main ridge of the Rocky
Mountains, with particular reference to one in Western Wyoming," by
Mr. Cummings Cherry, sr., mineralogist, geologist, and mining engineer,
of Chicago, Ill., a gentleman of eminence in his prefession, and who has
made a most careful study of this particular subject. The author, in
treating of this field referred to, says:
The Evanston mines are located about three miles northeast from the town, in a.
spur of the Aspen plateau which forms the water-shed between Bear River and Green
River. As seen from the little mining town of Albany, the valley presents to the eye
the appearance of a beautifi!l plain stretching out about four miles to the hill~ on the
opposite side. At this point we find the most southerly and westerly outcrop of
the giant Wyoming coal fi~:~lds, which extend in a nort,herly and easterly dire~tion
for hundreds of miles, and in my opinion do not end short of tbe British Possessions.
I found, on close examination of the coal beds lying adjacent to Evanston that the <;lip of
the formation was to the eastward about 15 degrees from the horizon; the coal cropping out a few feet above the level of the valley. The thickness from floor to roof is
some 25 feet, although only about 15 feet of the bed is mined. The mines at the time
of my visit were opened and worked on the dip of the bed to a depth of about 1,000
feet, at which point the slope suddenly becomes steeper.
Prom ~be lowest depths at everal places I obtained specimens for analysis, theresults of which are herewith presented. The ash contains only a mere trace of iron and
sulphur, although there are bands of sulphur in the veins, which are extracted in
mining.
.Analyses of Evanston coal.
Constituents.
Water at 212°................... .. . .. . . .
Fixed carbon............................
Volatilematter ..........................
Ash ............. ·-······----·--------···
TotaL ......... ·--- ................

No.1.
17, 500
46,021
30,416
6, 041

No.2.
17, 300
43,120
33,750
5,830

No.3.
13, 7n0
45,000
33,750
5, 083

No.4.
13,750
4n, 000
37,291
3, 958

Average.
15, 575
44,785
33,905
5, 928

-99,978 -iOO,oool--97,5sS -99,999 -100:193

This valuable coal-bed for a distance of more than a mile along the outcrop is on
fire, and most of the mines have of nece sity been abandoned. The fire is in my judgment the result of bad management and the wasteful method of mini no- the coal.

The aggregate amount of coal raised from all the mines above referred
to i about 300,000 ton per annum. Beside upplyjng the Pacific Railroad with what it requires, the product is distributed to all points on
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the line between Ogden and Omaha. The price of coal delivered varies
of course somewhat with the distance it is carried. At Cheyenne it is
delivered for general consumption at $6.50 per ton, while at Omaha it is
sold at $8.
Since my :firRt examination of the coal fields of the Territory, new
discoveries have been constantly making. Thus near Fort McKinney
beds have been recently opened which furnish an excellent quality of
coal. At present the demand is only local and for domestic use, but ere
long there will be a railroad passing the door of the ])lines and then
their immense supplies will find more extensive use.
Further east, in Crook County and near the Dakota line, another
field has been brought to notice, and already a railway bas been project.cd that is to carry the coal from .the Inyan Kara district to the
mining districts in the Black Hills and to the navigable waters beyond.
Again, a new coal field bas been brought to light on the eastern slope
of the Laramie mountains between Forts Fetterman and Laramie. No
careful exploration of it has been made as yet, hut the fact of its disc·overy possesses great interest in view of prospective railways quite
certain to intersect· somewhere in that region at no distant day.
But, outside of the :fields cut or touched by the main line of the
Union PacHic Railway, the one of most immediate importance is that
through which passes the new branch of that great road now in construction and known as the Oregon Short Line. In October last I visited a portion of this rlistrict that I might verify, if 'that should be po. sible, the very interesting and extraordinary accounts I had heard of it.
But i1_1 -te<,d of myself describing the portion thus examined, I shall introduce an extract from the report of Mr. Cummings Cherry, sr., already
quoted, who made a careful and scientific examination of the whole
:fi ld and likewise subjected several specimens of th~ coal to analysi .
Following hi reference to the Evanston mines, he says of this region:
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teen degrees. This coal outcrops at intervals along the west l>:wk of a stream, which
I understand to be a branch of the main fork vf Ham's Fork of Green River, for a distance of six to eight miles appearing on the east bank, but at one point where it is of
limited extent. This coal outcrop forms t.he eastern rim of the basin .
This coal is of very superior quality, as is shown by analysis. When mined to ,a
depth beyond the reach of atmospheric influences, it will unquestionably rank eqnal
to many of our b~st Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Mississippi Valler coals. In its laminated structure it differs materially from the Evanston coal or any of the lignite coals
along the line of the Union Pacific Rail way or on the Pacific coast, and apparently
belongs to. the lower series of the Carboniferous Group. The enormous thickness of
the carboniferous and fossiliferous formations overlying this coal deposit, and which
extend westward and beyond the first described beds, apparently without fault or disvlacement, also to the north and south for several miles, in my judgment, forms the
great extent of this basin.
The roof of the deposit is of shale a]J{l sandstone, having a thickness and compactness which laro·ely enhance its value, as mines will here require but little timbering.
Several excavations and openings have been made at different !)laces along the outcrop, one of the drifts having been run iu on the vein fifty or more feet. From this
drift I obta.ined specimens which havo been subjected to analysis with the results
shown in the table subjoined .

.Analysis of coal from d1·ift and oute1·op on eastem 1·-im of coal basin last-above desc1'ibed.
Constituents.

_I

No. 3-.

No.2.

No.1.

~~

No.4.

Average.

1

·water at 212° ....... . . .• .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . .
!J. 080
5. 208
5. 208
6. 250
6. 436
l•'i xrd carbon ............................ I
53. 545 i
51. 042
52. 291
50. 208
51. 770
VolatilrritaLLcr .......... : .............. .
35.708
40:625
39.375
40.416
39.0:!1
Ash of light color ....................... -~ 666 1_ _3. 125 _ _ 3. 125 _ _ 3. 125 _ _ 2. 760
'l'otal. ........ . ~---~-- ---------~· -- 1

!J!J. 995 1_

100.~~

1

9~ !)[)9_ 1

_ 99. 99!)

ThiH it will appenr is a free-burning coal with great heating power.
ouly a trace of either iron or sulphur.

I_ ~~

It contains

_J naly8iB of coal j1·om, Mammoth Bed on 1ve8tern side of eli ride, from mere surface croppings.
No.1.

Constituents.
\Vater ::ti 212° .... ...... .... .. .... .. . .. .. .. . .... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. ..
Jo'ixcd carbon .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. ..

J7. 291
42. 291

Yolatil• matter ......... .......... ..... ........ ... : ........... :...

:l8. 958

.Ash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .

_Tot~l. ........... ... ~--. ~ .. .............. .............

1. 458

No.2.

I
I

20.833
39. 795
36. 875
2. 500

_!..verage.
J9. 062
41. 043

37. 91fi
1. 970

--;;;:o;g- J.OD.OoS/--100.000

.

1

'l'he ash is ahl'wst ·w hit , with a mere trace of iron and snlphnr. This is likewise a
free-bnrn!ng- coal. And in view of the fa ·t that the samples were taken from a lot of
Jine slack wltich had long b en snbjected to atmo pheric influences, the results are
<·xcerdingly gratifying. In fact, th •y justify the belief that wheu fnlly devclopell
this coal <leposit will prove to b of superior qualit~··
PETROLE :i\I, ASPITALT, ETC.

n<l r thi · head I r port d in 1 7 as follow. :
".At th railroad-cro ino· of Bear River, in Uintah Connty; along th •
railroad near Green River tation, and thence ·outlnvar<l toward Utah;
in the Yall y of the Popo .Ao-ie; in the valley of the Little Wind Hiver,
Hear amp Brown; and doubt!
at many oth r point in Wyoming,
there ar indication of v ry large deposit. · of ·rnue petroleum and kindred tarbonae ou ,·ub. ·tan
"At the fir, 't-named lo ~tion, 10 o1· 11 mile.' a t of E\'an 'ton, and
known ju tha
ction a 'Vllit '·' il Spri11g , b ring !Jave been made
6() ,'

I
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with a view to prartieal operations. Oil-bearing shales, from which
came the dripl)ings long observed, lie upon the surface, and are themelve a source of quite considerable supplies of oil; but at a depth of
175 feet the underlying saud-rock was struck with an increase of oil.
_The present price of petroleum, coupled with the cost of transportation,
does not aftord a very powerful stimulus to this enterprise, but there i
no doubt of the value of the deposit. The product is a heavy lubricating oil, suitable for oiling machinery. Coal, within 100 or 200 rods, is
readily available, shonld works be established.
"The oil-bearing shale near Green River City is seen in cuts made for
the railroad, and throughout a large extent of country. PresRings have
been made of the shale, with 30 gallons of good lubricating oil per ton
a there ult.
"The deposit in tile valley of the little Popo Agic-oue of the ~trea.ms
which form the Big Horn, and \Y·bich flows from the eaRt base of the
Wind River Mountain ·-is aL o one of great interest. Tile locality viKited
by me is situated at a point in the valley of tl1e stream just beyond
Eagle Ranch, and about 25 miles thi s side of Camp Brown. Geoloo·ically, the region is one of upheaval. The sand-rock an<l a shaly rock
have been o tilted that along a line of diRrnption extending in a southeasterly and north we terly course as far as tbe eye can reach they appear
to , tand on edge. And I may remark, in thi. · connection, that I afterward traced this ame line of upheaval a di ·tmwe of 50 miles, or. orne
25 miles bey nd Camp Brown, even to the valley of the Big \\Tind River
on th ndian reservation.
'' Tb Little l)opo Agie, flowing northward from the mountain , and
cuttinO' R d Carron at right anO'le.', forms an elbow to the north we twar<l
wher it tl'ik ,' th line of upheaval, and make.· that liue its com· e and
•hann I. Ju tat this point, half a mile or thereabouts below the lbow,
oil i s n bubbling np with ga from the b d of th tream, which at that
pia w, 20 or 30 feet wide and 1 to 2 feet d ep. Breaking upon th
urfa with iride c nt hue , it flow down the . tream and accumulat
in ddi ,
that it may be kimmed off with th hand. It i. aL o seen
t
oze fr m h andy and haly bank of the tr am. An experiment
mad at on I int on the tream, -wh nee bubbles laden with oil kept
ominO' up, >how cl that a gallon of th oil would accumulat in a~ w
hour . A w plac , within em ox-bow curve of th tream, hole lik
·w II.· hacl
n dnO' b rder of the proprietor to a depth of ( or 10 fe t.
The. ;',~ r full t a common lev 1 with wat r and oil. I di1 ped up a
upful of th il, and found it of a v ry uniform on iHt nc , ancl ar parn ly . u ri r arti le flubricating oil, -whic·h ub.·equ nth1v tigation.
ha ,·hown i to l . The ,·ample I brought with m i> fa lark- r wn
1 r an l i. · r port cl
ha a <len>it~r of 1 . I n n-infl mmabilit~ha.·
n <1 m n, rat cl by te.t r r ntl~- mplo, ·r<l b • the Territ rial
a .·ay r, h r 1 rt · a.· foil w>:

•
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they call, in that region, asphaltum springs. Considerable quantities
of the product are constantly flowing out from the shaly rocks of the
locality, and 'ome of it has been utilized in the construction of roofs for
the post hospital and other buildings. It cannot be called petroleum,
for it has a tarry consistency and answers the purposes for which coaltar and asphalt are used. It is doubtless quite identical in origin with
the Popoagie petroleum, however, being simpl.Y deficient in the more
fluid constituents of that product. The supply is large, and in time it
must be utilized."
Since the foregoi11g waR publishe<l the explorations have been extended
to ther portions of the Territory, and at some points exca"\'"ations and
borings have been made with ery important results. Uevisiting the
springs in tl1e valley of the Popoagie last September, I found that pits
had been sunk and borings made to a depth of twenty to thirty-seven
feet at two or three point , ancl that the oil was steadily rising from
the depths below· at the rate of three to five barrels per day in each of
them; also tl1at the bed of the stream had been changed; the former
channel with the dmn across it, thus becomh1g a sort of reservoir in
which the ove1·1:lowing and unu. eel oil collected.
I learn, moreover, that the Rocky :Mountain Oil, J\tiining and TransJ)Ortation Company forme<.l by Dr. G. B. Graff at Omaha, spent a hun<lred days la. ·t summer in completing the explorations instituted by him,
all(l in making survey mullocations of tbree other oil basins, one at a
point on tlw Beaver Creek, a tributary of the Big Horn, another in the
Uattlesnake Mountains region, and a third in the 11eigh borboocl of the
Ue<l Buttes, 11ot IllaJJY miles fi'om old Fort Casper.
Upon two of these-the first named-P1·ofessor Sarnnel.Augl1ey of the
State Univcn;ity of Pbra~:;ka, a g'eologist of excellent reputation, aml
now alHo a member of tl1e United 8tateH commission appointed to locate
artef.lian wellH, ha · made a written report to the company above named,
aftC'r a very carefnl ('.'aminatioll. From this report I make the followino· extradH:
On, 'atnrday, OctobP.r 16, 1 0, uncler the an pices of the Tnion Pacinc R:tilway, and
n.t the request of the Rotky Monntain Oil, .Mining and Transportation Company, of
Wyoming, I startccl to invrsLiga.te the oil basins of the Territory, owned and controlled
by the latt r c•om1lany.
Accompanied by their Snperintenflent, Dt·. Grail', we journeyed by the Union Pacific
I ailroad as far as Green River, whence we took the weetwater stage for 1:~0 miles,
making a llortbeastcrly direction, and reached the Shoshone Oil Basin on the 19th.
At this point, I cormnen ·pd my pecific investigation into the e.·tent, character, an(1
geologic· a! rolations or the pctrolcnm prings, the prop rty of this corporation.
LOCATWX OF THE SPRINGS.

I fonncl tlH' m oecupying section 13, town. hip 32 north, of range 99 west, of the sixth
principal mc·ridian. Hence, they ar (ac·cor<U11g to rnited tates SlUVC~'s) 78 mile.
from the nion Pacific R:tilroad and imme<lia.t<>ly IlOrtb from Point of Rocks station.
The Little Popoagie Crc k, a tributary of \Yiud Riv r, flows through the ba in, keeping its northward cour. ·e. In tl1e deYclop111eut of the princr , a dam bas been constructed, substituting an w all(l trai Yht channel for the old and circuitou. one. Into
the old and pre:cnt clry brd of the crt>rk, I found a continual escape of gas and oil.
The xtent of this oil ha in ha a probabl e timate of forty acres. In far-gono
geologi · ag s :tu an ·i<·nt lak of I trol um covere<l th entir ba in, and its fol'lner
·xistence ancl extent is now evidenc c1 fnllJ' hy a horizontal r maining covering of
hardened oil. By the 11 ct of a lat r wat r drail•acre1 and b.Y the work <lone by the
own r.,Ifonnclareveal cle~·t ntoftbi ancientlakeot, ay,thre a r . Tbisisnow
('0\'er cl, first, by an alluvium thE' rE' ult of the wa. hincr from adjacent blnfrs, to a,
depth of from fh·e to i (Yht £ t. .~:• . ·t occnr a, lay r or cru t of hardened oil mixed
vlth saud, gravel, and many for i 1rn matters. This ·rnst i .'mooth on its upper surface, horizoutal, anc1 of a thi. ·kn . varying from 1' to :~5 in b s. It rests directly on
a howld<~r <lri ft. \V!Jerc·v ·r thi. rn t i. broken or removed, gas alternating with oil,
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issues in a thousand "escapes," and a lighted match ueing applied, it burns with the
characteristic flam e of carbureted hydrogen. This is the same gas now UF:!ed for lighting cities and dwellings. Within these three acres, and under Hs oil ernst., wherever
a depr· ssion is made into the gravel, petroleum rises and accumulates. Of these slight
deprcs ions, I myself made several, and found in each case, from a quart to a gallon
gathered within t\venty-fonr hours. I will h ere, early, note a peculiarity of this escape
of oil. It appears to, and it does rise directly, and in a direct line from the uottom.
There seems no "siue" drainage into either the slight depression, nor yet into the largm~
and deeper shafts. Ill!leed, I witnessed part.icularly this strange fcatnre, that a shaft
sunk n ear, as a si ngle foot, to another wbich was tilled with oil, was not in any, even
slight, degree affected uy it. Tho source of sup ply is only and directly from below.
'fhls novel feature, hy which a lateral flow is prevented, may be due to the fact that
the soil and gravel is completely saturated with oil and other matteTs to the degre
of rendering it impervious to the passage of the petroleum. Within the oil basin, there
are now hundreds of points from which gas aud oil are continually issuing. All the
oil is being collected within and into the natnral reservoir, made by the l1i\'ersion of
t!Jo crec k from its old and accustomed channel.
'
DEVELOl':i\rE~TB.

'l'hc proprietors ha.ve \Y 11 cle::ncll away tho sage brush mHl willow~, :tJHl wade beside·
improvements. A comfortable dwelling is erected, and is occupie<11)y an
obliging and competent man, nov•· in charge. The land claimed and hold agcrregates
400 acreR, embra ·iug a.ll the oH basin, aud title bas been secured under the United
tat s mining laws. They have a number of shafts sunk, which are now used onlJ·
for the storiug of oil. I compute that tho amount now collected and h ld ready ior
shipm ntis about fifteen hnndred uarrcls. In the absence of means of transportation
to the railroad, it would be only wanton waste to permit any escn.pc of oil that conld
be arre ted. A great feature is, that uo escape of oil ca.n occur wheu the column baR
1' ached a ccrta.ill we1l-dofincd height.
This fixed level to-dn.y has the exact altitnde
of th top . urfacc of tbe oil crust, of a far-o.ff.tiroc lake of oil. '!'his prcssme from
l)elo,v, of whatever kind or wh<ttever force, remains ju t as it was in those early time .
lf it b c r (lit d to the iuflnence of confined gaseF:I, then tl1is force of pros mo in causing
ilt oil to se k the ·urface has not Yaried oue sin gle degree of its pow ' r. May not
its probabl can , e taiJlished and so lou<r continued, be accountecl for on the fix d
laws of hyclrostatics, a snming that there is a not-far-away nbterranean re ervoir of
Jl trol mu? On haft has been dug 10 f 'et deep, and 8 by tl inch s in siM, and in its
·cnt r a hol of 4 inche. has been drilled to a depth of 37 feet. On my first. eing it, it
wa fill ·d to its top, with a stream of oil steadily issuing, accompanied with a bui.Juling and mi 'i 11 of ga in great quantity. I had tho oil all pnlllpcd out., when I descend d into th hottom, there to iind a large flag-stone clo.· 'ly cov red ov r the bole
drill c1 iu order to 1 s n the escape of oil, not now want d. A thcrmomet r lowcrc(l
into th<' hol •, . how d thee caping petrolrnm of a temperature of 6!3v Fahr. 'fhe oil
''boil •cl ' out of this 4-incb aperture, fitfnlly, heiug attend ·d wHh larg c ·aping of
ga. . Tl1 flows of oil auc1 ebnllitiou of gas were not regnlar. From this haft tbl•
II w amount d to about h~tlf a hanel per hour. I r main din th vieinity for jn. t five
(lay· aft •r thi shaft had h(·f'n mpi ied, and fonnd hetwe n 50 and 60 barrels l1ad ri · u
in that time· bu from long xpo. nre and blowin"' in of Haml aJHl debris the di-,.
charge was not twar · large as it wonld doubt]e~; · bave h rn had. the ·o forci"'n mat11'rs IJc ·n r IDO\' (1. Ahont thi ·well I oh. ervecl a.noth r singular f('atur . At evrral
poin · oY r it Ito or oil a1Hl ga wer c. capiug and un hbling-proving to me tlu1.t the drill
in trav ·r ing :~7 fee1 had not pcnetrat cl th , onrce. when· • the ·c &i le-e cap .
i... u d. Inde cl, the Aupt>rintencll'nt .·r rc· cd to 1nc hi. he lief tha Lane"- hol flrill cl
within 2 f, ('t of that ouo iu tb c nt r would fnrni. h ai o a larg(' a.n amount of oil
: nd O'a:. The grea r •. rvoir or olle ·tion of petrol um is directly below and under
thi lakP. Fr rn it gaH ancl il haY h · 11 for ag
trnO'glinp; for exit. llow deep i.
that r f1 ·n·oir! Boriug ·an alon and will · ttle th que tion. Th' oil i · colle trd an(l
nm t now li in tho Tria ic ro ·k.. ' he.. layer ·aunot at th \'( r.Y d epest haY ' an
.·t nt to .· Pcll 0 0 f t.
h.Po an art(• ian boring t that d ptl1 would certain!)·
. trikP into th · 1;on r ·e of 11pply. I lJa. e m,v opinion on he prohahilitif',., ~tncll think
that tlw c:han ·(· m·( that a mn ·b lr·.":ll d p h of boring than thi . will p nd rat thP oil
nrce.
cxteu~ive

'AP .\.CITY OF TIII<;

"II()

' JJ ).·g

If,

l3A1->I~.

Th · ultimatl' capacit,v and ext ,n. ion for nroclnc·tion of thi oil ha:in i., I think v ·ry
great. \ r1n .lion natnrally going with it i , how ({an it ])(' mo.·t ra. il,v anrl ·heapl)·
ohtain_Nl! Th ·rear tw m thorl.. Fir.l: thi clev lopecl ba. in of thr acrr. <· ulrl
Lc f•, tly rh·uu l d fit co\- rin ~of oil, oil ·ru t, and howlcl ·r·drift. J '1110\' • thi: auc.l
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yon have re-<'stablisbed and reproduced the ancient oil Jake. Proper embankments
could be made of the removed materials. I would estimate the result in oil thus:
every 10 by 10 feet will now furnish direct from the bottom ten barrels of oil per day.
These three acres will furnish 1,230 of such sized shafts, which would produce, per day,
12,300 barrels of oil. To do this would require a bare removal of say 15 feet deep of
earth, oil crust, and bowlders. How long'this reservoir would endure such a drain is
a question for conjecture. Geological facts, and inferences drawn from the nature and
extent of these oil bearing strata, mduces in me the belief that the quantity of oil stored
away in the Wyoming petroleum reservoirs is greater than in more eastern localities.
Second, as to the method for development: it is beyond the question for a doubt, that at
some point, and that point is directly under this oil basin, there is a great reservoir,
forming a vast and subterranean Jake of petroleum, aud into which it has been distilling for countless ages. I have before expressed my belief that a boring of much
less than 1,000 feet will reach the som·ce whence comes the oil now to the surface.
Hence, this second method has the great merit of economy, and would furnish oil t(\
supply any possible demand.
PIWPEHTIES.

This oil is intensely black. The coloring matter is inseparable by any mP.tbod or process yet tried. On distilling a small quantity, I found a production of napht.ha of 0.63.
'rhere was over 47 per cent. of a kerosene having 159° flash test. It then produced 32
per cent. of a neutral and lighter-colored lubricating oil, with 12 per cent. of a dry
coke. The oil, as it flows, has a gravity of 20° . Its flash test is 294° and fire test 322c.
Cold test 1()0 below zero. I have been shown the estimate made of its virtues as a
lubricant, by the, tevens Institute of Technology at Hoboken, N. J., at the instance
of Sidney Dillon, csq., which I append:
FRICTION.

Coefficient of friction.
~ame

of oil.

i Pressure,

Pressurfl,

Pressure,

50 }JOunds. 200 pounds. 300 pounds.

Y3~:~k1 ~ii: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::I
_____________________________________!

. 0034
. 0077

. 0051
. 0085

. 00fi7
. 0071

Assuming sperm to be 100, the following table gives tl1e relative valne of the oils
ns redncers of friction:
Value in per cent.
"'ame of oil.

l:'ressm·r,

I Presl'!ure, I Pressure,

50 pounds. 200 pounds. 300 pounds .
, p rm . . . ............. ......................... ... ............... .

. 00

Bla ·k oil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. 44

Lard ....................................................................... ..

. 00
. 80
. 75

. 00
. ()0

. 75

.E -· DlT"P.ANCE.
NumlHn- ofreYolution ..

Fe ·t tra' led.

Nam ofoil.

First
trial.
. pf•rm...... ...... . ... .. ...... ...... . ........ ...... ..........
Hlack oil........ .. . ... ....... . ........... .... ......... ... .. . .

21, :lOO
11,700

Second
t1·ial.
24,4011
12, 000

F irst
trial.
7, 434
4, O!l3

Second
trial.
8, 516
4, 1 8
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Sperm taken at 100, the follow iug represents the relative wearing power:

I

Value, per cent.

Name of oil.

1

First Second .

I

trial.

I

trial.

..A.vcr~
ages.

~r:~k~ii~~~::::::: ::~~: :::: :::-:--.~-:-::-:-::_:_:-::-~-:~-~-::_:_:_--:-::-~-:-::-:-::-:-::_:_:_-.:-:-::-:-::-::! :~~ I :~~

:~~

Lard . __ ........ . ... _... _........... ..... ____ ... .. ........ ................ . __ . . .......

. 52

--

---

-- --

. . . •. . . .
1

GUMMING.
Name of oil.

IValue
in
pel' CeJlt.

~r:~'k~ii~: :::::·.·. :::::: ~: :~::·.:: :·.: ::::::::::::::::::::: ::~::: :::::::::::-::::::::::::::;:: 1 1 ~.

Lard ..... _ .................... _. -.- . ............ . ........................................ .. . 1

25

5. 60

It will be uornc in mind t.hn,t this trial was ha.d with oil from the ShOf;hone w-ell
"·ithout auy kiud of preparation. In many ways it can be improved for general use
GEOLOGIC J<JVIDENCE.

Pirsi. In c. timating importanc and qnantity of oil, we wonld say tha.t the un<lcrJying trata have all the right dir ction anll character on which to predicate the exit;tenc of P troleum in great abundance. It is fonud in aU fossiliferous rock , from
th arli st 'ilurian to the uppermost tertiary, under certah1 conditions. Among these
are th lo ·al auuudance of organism , and the absence of any gr at metamorphisms.
econd. It i a well-established fact, that an escape of Jarge volnmc. of carbureted
hydrog n ga a ·companied uy a flow of oil, indicates, for a cCI·tai nty, the exi ·tonce in
the vi ·ioi ty of a large re ervoir of petroleum; w hil , in tltis part,i cular case, we haYC'
the sure t ovid nc tbali thi snpply lie directly beneat.h. Each of the different oil
localiti of the world ha certain formations of its own, in which it abounds. In
Europ it i found in th tertiary; in eastern United tates it occurs in the DeYonian,
or ub-carhoni£ ron ; in Ohio in the Carboniferous, and in California in the Mioc ne
t rtiary. Like water, p troleum appearf\ in porous strata, and collects in fissures and
·aviti . :From uch ·ourc · it often issues sparingly, mixed with water from springs
and w 11., whil frcqu ntl,v aTtesian borings pout it ont in immense qnantitic . Th
gr at oil-pr duciug rockf! are lime and <Lnd stones. In an ada it occnrs in lime stone ,
inl nn ·ylvania, in saud tone, while the interv<>ning shale· ar barren. I am not
y t fully ettl din my opinion a. to the sonrco of th W:yonting oil . I think it likely
that fnrth r inn ·tiuation will demonstrate that mnch of the Wyomin<Y
oil i. derived
0
from the . hal : of r tac ons d po it .
BEAVEH

IL BA IN.
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·ou of the year. caused an early return. 'rhc superintendent assures me that the
Hocky Monntnin Oil Company have, besides these two basins, se~:en others, and that
some of these give greater hopes and promise than those I have described. :From this
fact, coupled with what I have seen, I give an opinion thus early in the examination
of ·wyoming oils, that a ver;y few years' time \Yill develop more petroleum, with better
qualHics for lubricants, than exists in any of the oil fields of either the Old or New
\\-odd.
IIAUDE~El>

OIL AS A

l~UEL,

Inclndeu aml connecte(l with these oil basins: there exists a magazine of fuel, which
for extent au<l value I am not now prepared to make an estimate. Russia is even now
utilizing her hardened oils of the Caspian Sea in operating her railroads. This comlHtllY possesses a magazine of millions of tons near the snrface, and easily and cheaply
mined. A very slicrht alteration of furnacet~ will admit of the use of this hydrocarbon
as a fuel for general nse. Even now, and surrounded by such vast cleposites oflignites,
it is not too soon to direct attention to a fuel of ten times the potency of coal for gencratmg steam. It has in its favor a s:wing of labor in its mining, and an atlvantage
of 90 per cent. of weigbt.
I have thns briefly, in what i · only a preliminary report, tried to show that the geological conditions aud their arnwgemeuts are most fttvorable for the accumulation
and prescrva.tiou of petroleum oils in Wyoming Territory. Their wants and their
nse arc world-wide. I have, in a brief examination, seen enough to assure myself
that in the ncar fnturc, while they so well deserve, will certai nly receive the attention
dne them, from the well-e~t;Ll.>lishcll a.nd comluctctl railway penetrating and crossing
'Wyoming Territory.

Since tlte foregoing n~port "·n, submitted, au English syndicate has
been fonn<l at London, " ·ith the Yiew of securing petroleum in this country, an<lmore especially of securing such property in Wyoming, should
their own expert, after a Yery tl10rough inYestigation, be able to confirm the facts and conclusions presented by Professor Aughey. The
chosen expert thus ent out, having spent some weeks in the :fiel<l,
ha returned from his explorations not only of the Shoshone and Beaver oil ba.s . .n but al o of others, and is now on his way back to London.
His report has of course 110t yet been •nbmitted, but I have personal
knowledge that the oil prings examined hy him exceeded his expectation both aH to npply nncl the superior quality of the oil, and that he
attaches Y<'ry gr at importance to the future petroleum interests of
\Vyomiug.
:::UINERAL \VATERS.

::\Iincral .Pring·, Hn •h a.· wouhl become 0 Teat place· of re ort if located in the more populon region of the country, abound in many portions of the Territory we t of the Laramie and Big llorn ranges. One
h ars of oda •pring·, nlphur JH'ing., and chalybeate pring on every
journey he mak
ome ar cold. other warm, and till others hot.
The mo t remarkahl of tho ·e definitely known to me are the follow-
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At a little distance back, near the edge of the stony terrace which
ri e. · above the lower valley, are still other springs, destined to early improvement.
·
The waters from these springs are unq uestionabl,y of great value 'in
tl1e treatment of certain forms of nervous and rheumatic diseases.
This seems to ha,ve been well established by the concurrent testimony
of numerous invalids who have found relief from their. use.
The accommodations at present are of the rudest abd most unsatisfactory sort, and there is nothing especially attractive to the eye in the
folnrronnding scenery. The expenditure of some thousands would make
a vast difference, however, and with very liberal sums of money the
Hpot can be made a very agreeable as well as important place of resort.
The average number of"invalids now resorting to the springs is six or
eight, and there are not very comfortable qua:rters or bathing accommodation for eYen that limited number.
North of Hawlins, in the Sweetwater Valley, and still farther north,
in the valle,y of the Beaver, are springs of much the same character'Copious, warm, and possessed of medicinal properties of value. They
are c rtainly de tined to be improved and utilized at some time in the
hist01y of th Territory.
The Hot Sulphur Spdng in the valley of the Little Wind River, near
Fort Washakie, is possessed of still greater intere. t; not only becau e
of it extent ancl the volume and value of its water, but likewise on acount of it present availability, being ituated only two miles below tbe
militar po t, by the occupant of which it is much used, and also between the two Indian villages belonging to the Shoshone and Arapahoe
tl'ib re pectively, both together having a population of 2,300.
Tbi pring might properly enough be called boiling, for at the center
the wat r are ex eedingly turbulent, with a temperature which at
tim i aid to near the boiling point. Around the edge of the basin
h water ha a lower temperatm·e by reason of the natural cooling, but
ev n th re on find it a low and so mew hat tecUous process to reach
th p in of voluntary ubmergence. A quite comfortable bathingn er cted b the po t peopl , with!u which baths may be
h u • ha
e n-v ni ntly taken and from which the ad venturou. swimmer may float
ou int tll d p and hotter ba.·in.
'<q)t. \ jlliam A. Jone ·,of tlt Unit cl State.· Engin r CorpR, h lli
1',1 rt
, r connoi.·.·anC' of ortlnve tern vVyomino·, ma<l 1nl 7, r1m rk · · m· 1·nin hi. , pring a follow•:
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13. 33
24. 33
18.00
24. 33
29. 66
32. 00
35. 33
:n. 36
36.33
27. B3
27. 33
25. 33
23. 33
30. 00
36. 33
35. 66
33. 66
29. 33
24. 00
33. 33
38. 66
40. 33
44-. 33
45. 66
43. 33
38. 00
34. 66
30. 00
32. 33
28. oo

104. 0
107. 0
107.8
106. 4
107. 2
106. 4
106. 0
107. 6
109. 9
103. 6
106. 2
106. 0
107. 1
108. 6
107. 2
107. 2
104. 2
105. 4
108. 8
108. 4
] 06. 9
108. 4
]09.1
107. 1
101. 1
97. 2
104. 6
105. 0
105. 1
107. 6

106. 0
108. 8
109.0
109. 4
109. 8
108. 9
107. 2

1os. 1
110.1
106. 0
109.4 .
107. 5
109. 0
110. 4
lO!.l. 4
109. 1
] 06. 2
108. 0
109. 9
llO. 1
108. 5
110. 0
109. 2
102. 4
99. 5
106. 8
107. 5
106. 1
109. 2

no. o

----·- - - - -

Concern:ing the 'Ource of the heat, Dr. F. V.Rayden, in his report, as
Uuited States geologi t, for the year 1817, remarJrs:
Regarding the source of h at which supplies this warmth of the water, I consider it
rlue to chemical chang s going on within the strata through which the moistnre fiuds
its way. As heat is a more effective solvent than c'old, the channels by which the
spring obtains its supply will gradually i11crease in size. From this it is evidentprovided the chemical action continue. in a proportionate ratio-that the waters of
the spring may grow still warmer in the course of time.

Some six miles above Fort Washakie there is a cold sulphur spring,
i suing from the base of the foot-hills of the neighboring mountains,

which contains lim , magne. ia, carbonates, chlorides, sulpha.teR, and
much nlphureted hydrogen. According to Dr. Magher, the wa,ters of
this pring are diuretic and mildl, laxative.
But none of the col(l , ulphur pring are mor inter sting than the one
n ar Rawlin , about one and a half miles north of the railway. The
abundant water flow from under a stratum of blue limestone, and are
exceedingly palata.ble. The conv nient loca.tion of tbi spring, coupled
with the qualit of it. water, warrant it early improYement for the uRe
of tJ1 public.
TIMBER RESOURCE .
n m fir. t 1·eport to the Seer tary of the Interior, I mad every encouraging tat ment. coneerning th xtent and cbaracter of Wyoming for
·t ,
imating their pr babl area at om thing like 15,000,000 acres
<le · ·ribing them a t ituation, • I e •ie. , and prodn t. in the e term. :
"Although th re ar man
n, iderable bodie of timber (mostly cottonwood a. p n, a.·b, and o~ -eld r) along th Platt , Larami , Powdre.
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heyenne, Tongue, Little Horn, Big Horn, Wind, Green, Snake, and
Bear Rivers, and many lesser streams, the forests are in the mouiJtains,
where they consist chiefly of pine, spruce, and fir, \vith hemlock and
cedar in ome localities. The pine, though much like the Norway iu
appearance, i. much whiter and harder. In mally localities the Pinus
ponderosa is chief. Being of slow growth on account of the altitude of
the fore. ts, and of shorter growth, it is also more knotty, and of cour. e,
on this aud other accounts, less well adapted for making clear lumber
for house finishing; but it makes Yery strong and durable timber for
the frame of buildings, bridges, &c., and is also a. valuable material for
railroad.ties. The lumbering region is at present of necessity confined
pretty much to the southern or settled portion of the Territory, though
there are several mills at work in the central and northern portions, as
at Fort Fetterman, new Fort McKinney, at the eastern base of the Big·
Horn Mountains, jn the Sweetwater mining district, at Lander City, at
Camp Brown, and doubtless at several other places in regions remote
from the raHroad, but their production is for immedjately local use, and
quite limited, while at the ources of the Big all(]. Little Laramie, the
Medicine Bow, the Platte, and Bear Rivers, streams, all of wl1ich head
in sight of tb railroad, with its line of settlements, and actually flow
underneath it track in their northward course, there are numerou
·amp op n <land conducted with a view to the railroad demand and a
general up ply of tbe Territorial markets with such timber a]l(J.lnm ber
a th y can p1·o<luce.
'' n ftor ha been made to ,' cure reljable Htatistics of the production
at th ariouH point aboye mentioned, but they are not no v at hand,
and mu t b omitt()<l from thi,' 1·eport. It wonl<l b approximately cor1' t t tate that the annual product of these mountain foreHt on our
,·outh rn bor<l r i -
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tru:->t wHl ere lo1lg e11ter ti1e National Park by 'i\'ay of Fort Washakie
and th e <"harmiug Yalley of the "\Vind, here will be found sources of
timber for the abundant supply of a great and pro~:;perons community.
IrAUNA OF WYOMING.
Of wild game and fishe ·there is no end-or would be none, if il.:satiate
ruthless hunters 'and anglers would confine their desires within the
hounds of reason. But I had in mind specie and Yarieties rather than
numbers. There is scarcely a species of game belonging to this prolific
region of the Rocky Mountains that is not represented. Here but a
decade ago the huge an<l clumsy buffalo in countless herds swept like
dark sea-waves over the billowy plaim;, or quietly fed in an our broad
valleys. Herds scarcely les. · multitudinous of the light footed antelope
cropped undi turbed the rich herbage of plain and hill; while in the
gras 'Y vale, or the wooded slope, high or low, as the seasbn came and
wm1t, or in the cup-like l10llow of secluded mountains, there grazed
contented bands of Htately elk, and shyly browse(l the timid deer. Even
the lofty crest of mountain, patched with snow the year rouncl, and the
towering rocky crag;, these were not solitudes, for there, with a mo t
comfortable sew;;e of ecurity, 'vmHlered, fed, and nimbly skipped great
flock of mountain ·been.
Ev n yet the e animals are here in numbers scarce else·where know11.
The buffalo, elk, and antelope ll'we dwindled fast, and the mountain
sheep is no longer ea. By fonuu sa,·e in the far-away nufrequeutecl mountains. The multitude haYe perished. The eager hunter, coming from
every quarter, from ea t, we~ t, north, and south, coming even from beyond
the ea, ometirnes wit.h gain in Yiew, sometimes for heads or pelts as home
adornments, and. oft for 11othing save the purely savage pleasure of killing and recounting, wa too much for any number less than numberless.
Hundreds of buffalo have been langhtered by a single hunter in a single
year, their carca e b :.ing left to waste away in the drying atmosphere
of the bone-b .'prink led plain , o that, as a matter of fact, t.his noble
and useful animal can now be found only in a few chosen spots, nor in
great numbers even there. A few yet roa,m in broken bands on tbe
slopes wc.·t ·of the Big llorn, alHl yet other , al o few, graze in the Yallcy
of the Powder and on the neighboring hilL. Probably not over 5,000 now
feed within the limit of a Territory which once numherecl them by
the million. Tbe elk, neYer o numerou , ha not disappeared so rapiuly.
lie mov in 'mall r band and .for a good part of the year mu 't be
sought in the timbered mountain , le ea, y of ace
The experienced
hunter find bim still in many lo •alitie . But tbe antelope, like tbe buffalo, li1e · in tll op n plac , aud i fa, 't pa., ing away under the constant, rei ntl , and oft n en eles., fire of. ettl r and hunter. In the
wii1ter, when . now i ' d ep, they congregate in herd , unknown at other
·ea on .·, <'Cmingl} from ympathym1ewith another. It i then that they
ar oft n hot down by cor , or v n orrallcd and 'laughterecl by the
hundred. Law· are pa ,' eel to pr vent ncb want mn
and wa te, but
iuaTerrit rywho areai m r•thanhalfa greata thatoftheFren·h
Empire and a I opulation av ra()'ing bu one inhabitant to every five
quar mil . anrlnin -t •nth of that numb r dw lling in the citie · and
village.', wh ball det
be ff nder and brin()' them to ju tice ~
Of the th r crame animal ori()'inally b longing to the r •gion we till
have an a undau · . Th . <.l n t hang arounl, on purpo to be bot,"
a. formerly when the '"'a
f the genu homo wer unknown but they
still abound in the T rritor · who ' Yall y , calion , antl fore~ t are an-
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1mally vi. ite<l by troops of home and fo·reign sportsmen. JYiore travel
i. now requisite-that is all-as witness the fact that high up among the
mountain of the continental divide, last summer, I found no less than
~00 mountain sheep in a single herd, an animal, as is well known, not
given to herding in numbers so large. Deer, both black tail and white
tail, are likewise common, so that venison abound in all our markets
a.ml is cheap. Nor is it difficult for one inclined to hunters' risks to
gratify hi. taste for a tussel with the grizzlies, though the black and
cinnamon Rpecies are more common.
Th list of game animals still abunuant could be lengthened until it
.·hould include almost all that are found in the Northern States; while
of game birds u efnl for food there are also a great many grouse of many
yarieties, partridges, sage chickens, ducks, geese, snipe, and others.
The beaver i,· so abunuant as to prove a source of no little embarrassment to the occupant of many streams; so likewise, the otter, mink,
martin, ermine, and muskrat abound, as do the fur-bearing animals
n. ually known as l>ea tR of prey, ~mch as the fox, wolf, lynx, panther, and
mountctin lion.
Th str am.· large and , mall are filled with fish, nearly all of them
xc pt theNorth Platte and it tributaries having supplies of that most
(leliciou.· of all :fi, he , the Apeckled trout. Under 3D act of the last
1 gi.·latur , eYen the. e streants areal o being stocke<l with succesR, aml
,'oon there willl>e no lack ofthi. •ort in any quarter.
P A TORAL RESOUHOES.
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mountain l'allge~ either barren or cov.ered with thick growtlts of timber,
aud there remains a11 aggregate area larger than the whole of New Englaud upon which there is growing an abundance of the most nutritious
grasses, au area, capable of sustaini11g and fattening millions of domestic
animals. Connect with this fact of primary importance that remarkable
distribution of water which renders it possible to open innumerable
ranches and cattle-ranges, which makes almost eYery square mile of pasturage aYailable; that peculiarity of the surface-undulating, with valleys, "draws," caiions, bluff:;;, aud l.Jills so distributed aud related as to
afl'ord to tho herds in uearl.r eYery locality protection from storms on the
one hand, an<l on the other secures to them a certainty of food on the
ridges made bare (if the storm be snow) by the w:nds after it is past;
that absence of winter rains, so bard upon cattle, and so clestrueti ve to
sheep unhoused; that extraordinary dr;yness and lightness of our snow
which prevLmts tlleir i11crusting and insures their drifting from the ridges
and hillocks, so that stock are never long without easy grazing; that no
less remarkable dryness of the atmosphere which gives to it the property
of a non-conductor of heat and electricity, so that the exposed animals
better retain their animal beat and keep their vital forces iu full reserve;
and, last of all, but by no means least, that peculiarity of the autumnal
season which cures the rich grasses so gradually aud perfectly that all
winter long they are a,' standing hay and eyen much better (for the
ripeuecl seed they retain upon the stalk makes them more like grain)as~ociate an these important advantages, unequaled, as I believe, and
you have in Wyoming the finest pastoral region in the world.
Beside· these advantages, it is proper to bear in mind that along
nmuly all the ·tream there are n1oist lands upon which is annually produce<l an abundance of the taller grasses suitable for hay, so that practically every ntnchman or owner of herds is able to put up hay in almost
any quantity· for his 'vork-hor es, his sheep. should be have any, and
or such young· and tender cattle, blooded or native, as would be l)etter
for a little special Cal'('.
THE CAT1'LE B , 'INESS.

Tllere i.· tm another con ideration to be borne in mind: Wyoming
hold· a g-eographi ·al position at the Yery front of the cattle-producing
States ~md T<'rritories north, we. ·t, and southwest of it. V\ ith Montana,
I<laho, '\Vashington, Or o·on, and Utah, transportation is and must continue to be an important matt r. I mean to say Wyoming has the
adYantag· of uearn
to market for cattle ready to ue shipped, and of
bei11g the gT ~tt int rm (bate grazing ground for Hnch young .cattle a~
]l('r <'itizen. · ma~T wi ·h to buy, aud as it i found by original owners more
protitahl to N ll at tllat ag' thau to mature and ·hip at great expen~e
by rail.
Again, it i no mall adYantage to be at the very back-door of tho. ·c
great coru-growino- 'tat of the Mi onri Valley, who. grain ean he
had at a Y ry lo\ price aJl(l turn d to .· uch excellent account a~ a meam.;
of improving th quality.of our b ef. The time i.· at hand, I think, when
the .tock-n1 n of '\V 'oming will learn that greatly inc-ren. ·ed profits ca11
b • made by driYing the tllriftie t and mo promi ing of their gra · -fefl
mHl nearly matur <1 cattl d wn to .... ebra ka, or even to end them till
farth •r ·a.·t and bav th m fi d for o mneh per pound or per hundred
pounds add d to th ir w igh hy .·uch fo diug.
It will b' i11f rr <.l fi· m be ior going that wint r-feeding of eattle aiHl
hor .· here i unn ·r :ary. Tlti' i · probably now tb general under
T
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. tanding wherever there is anything like a correct idea of the conditions
of sncces ·fnl stock-raising in this Territory. Of sheep it is on1y true in
part. They often go through the winter ·w ithout a spear of hay, but as
they are constitutionally more delicate than cattle and less able to provide themseh·es with grass in case of hea,·y snow-falls than horses,
every prudent stoek-num will mt"Lke provision accordingly.
There are two general methods of conducting the cattle business here.
The first, and hitherto the most rommon, is the grazing method, pure
and imple. The person proposing to embark in the business selects
his location on some stream where he can al\Yays be sure of water,
lmHds a cabin or ~nhstautial bouse as hiH meanR and pleasure appear
to warrant, erect~ a Mable for his horHes, and hi~ Htrong inclosures (called
''corra1H") in connection for convenience in handling snch of his cattle
as need spedal attention-for branding, &c-or purchases all these
ready prepared, and then proceed A to gather in his herds. This he may
do by purchasing those driven in from Texas, Montana, Oregon, or
\Vashington, and offered for sale, o1· he may go to these sections himself
and select his cattle, driving them to his range or having them delivered
according to the termR of hiR purchase. Sometimes the fin;;t plan wiJl
turn out better, sowetimes t.b e latter, the result turning upon various
rircmn•tance to be earefull~· COllsidered at the time. During the pa. t
Rea on tile pri<'e haYe ranged aH followH-<'attle deliYered:
Texa cattle.- earling , half male and half felllale, $11 to $12; twoyear-oJd,·, half male and half female, $15 to $W; three-year-ohlR and
over, mal , . 19 to 20; cow , $13 to $15.
n~e. tern cattle (from 0Tegon and Territories).-YearlingR, balf male
and half ~ male', 1.) to W; two-:v ·ar-ol<l , half mal> and half female,
about · . . . 0 to , '22; three-year-old , and oYer, wnle, 25 to $28; cow.,
, 20 to ··22.
t er are pr t"erre<l, but e\·ery purchaser will incln<le a. proportion of
if r alHl ow , a a mean of hoMing his her<l together lwtter, as well
a of in ·r a. ·in o· and improYillg Jli~-; Rtock. In HU<'iL caHeH be shoul<l have
d nl'ham hull.' iu tlte proportio11 of f'our o1· :fi\·e t0 en'r,y hnudre<l
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nervous, quick, and fleet; will turn short corners in heading off cattle
without stumbling; will endure much continuous service without injury,
and will keep in good condition on simple grass.
If our hypothetical operator ha not learned it already, he should know
that in a season when grass is not so good as usual, or when his more
permanent range is not so extensive as to serve his herds the year round,
he ma.y easily find a summer range for them, though it be a hundred or
more miles away, bringing them back again in the autumn for winter
quarters. There are many such locations freely open to the first comer,
simply because they are liable to heavy snows, or do not aftord the
requisite Hhelter and other advantages above alluded to. When winter
is upon him, he will learn that unless remarkably well located, "where
ample protection is afior<led from ill:iving storms, his cattle will wander
far away; that sometime during a driving snow-storm they will drift,
in spite of all his herders can do, sometimes fifty to a hundred miles,
before being brought to a permanent stand. He may at least be certain
of this-they will not face about until the storm bas ceased. But, happily for him, there are certain reO'ulations, adopted by stock men in common, and enforced hy them through the agency of a stock associationt
which affor·d protection to his interests. His stock may have scattered
very widely, so that not half of them are found on his range, or anywhere
else in a body, in the, priug, but with the return of May will come the
grand "round-up," when through the help of everybody else-he helping~
everybody in turn-his strays will be gathered up and delivered to him
for 1·eturn to their proper range. Possibly he will never find every one
of them, for death by <lisea e or accident will now and then overtake an
animal even in Wyoming; besides which, a band of cattle-thieves may
encroach upon his right~.;, or some other owner of ca.t tle, by mistake, get
a new brancl upon one of his creatures. But the loss from all of these
causes is or<linarily so small where reasonable care is taken that it
should give him but little trouble. It is the concurrent testimony of
those with whom I have ,·poken on the su"Qject that 2~ to 3 per cent. per
annum will cover the los from all cause , excluding calves~ uncounted,.
which may die in the winter.
The rounding up is done in this wise: On a certain day of the year,
usnall. early in May as determined by the stock association, each owner
of cattle sends out a munber of herder proportioned to the number of
his cattle, to mlit with other. of that region in the work of gathering
to an appoint <l place of rendezvous all th cattle that can be found
within the bounds agreed upon. ~'he.y go forth in squads, some this
\Yay, orne that, thouo'h all nuder the direction and cout1·ol of a cho en
for 'man of tha ''round-up.' By and by they will have worked their
r :pective, ection: all over and brought in all the cat le they could find,
nTHl the "round-up' will be complete. Each owner, if not there him,' 1f, will haYe an int 1· ted an<l comp t nt man to repre ent him and
ee that eYer c·r atnr b aring hi brand i turned out to him aml that
the un brand d alYP b longing to him accompan their dam' to the
pot 1 o en for the a<Ygr o·atiou of hi to ·k. The work f , parating
i called'' rutting out.' Iti ' d n b m non hor,'eba ·k, who ride among
the great body of attle, numb ring often everal thou ands, and selecting ·attl of a rtain brand, mo
them qui tly t the out ·ide of the
<Yraud herd, ' hen th y ar in tan ly tak n in charg by other mounted
men in waitino· an<l hurri d awa o th d ignated , pot. Frequently,
e p ciall;y at th, :fir. t wh nth uu 1 u of the indi-vidual herd of which
they are to form a part ha. u y b u found ·o a to be noticeable, an
animal will :-; p r i. t utl, · turn acl o th geu raJ h 1·d a,• to make
l

T
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ness in Wyoming, for security and the magnitude of its profits, is today unequaled by any of which I have knowledge.
The number of cattle shipped ov:er the Pacific Railway to the Chicago
market from the several stations named, and during the months indicated (months which make up the whole of the shipping season) will be
found in the subjoined .table kindly furnished by Mr. Thomas Sturgis,
the able and efficient secretary of the Wyoming Stock-Growers' Association, whose communic<1tion is herewith submitted.
WYOMING STOCK-GROWERS' ASSOCIATION,
Cheyenne, Wyo., December 15,.1881.
DRAR SIR: I have the pleasure of sending yon herewith a consolidated statement of
the returns of the cattle inspection for the past shipping season. It is made up from
the returns of six inspectors employed by the Wyoming Stock-Growers' Association
stationed on the principal railroads leading east from this section of country, and
although it does not cover literally all shipments~ it gives a close approximation to
the numbers of cattle shipped from this country during 1881.
_
Very J:espectfnlly,
THOS. STURGIS,
His Excellency JNO.

vV.

Secretary of Wyoming Stoclc-G1·owers' Association.

HOYT,

Governor of Wyoming Te1Tii01·y.

67 S I

•

Rl(dt•mcut of tlw 1111111bcrof cattle s71ilJPCd fron~ tlle milu•ay stations therein named during the shipping season of 1881, as 1'et1o·ned by inspectors undm· di1•ection
of the Tryoming Stocl.:-G1·owe1Js Associatio11.
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lt will be observed that a few of the shipping stations in the table
are not in Wyoming. Separating these and throwing out the 50,000
received and inspected at Kansas City, and we have about 134,000 as
the number of Wyoming cattle shipped during the past season.
The prices realized were about as follows: For Texas cattle, 3~ to 3i
cents per pound; for half-bred cattle, 3! to 4 cents; . for American (Oregon and other western), 4 to 5 cents; for cows, 3! to 3i cents. Prices
full25 per cent. higher than the previous years, and likely to continue,
in view of the falling off' in the export supply of the Pacific States
and Territories, and the increased demand from the Eastern States and
the Old World.
A word now of caution against unreasonable expectations. There are
probably at this moment not less than 600,000 head of cattle grazing in
the valleys and on the great plains of W;yoming. It should be understood, therefore, that, with here and there an exception, the locations
now conYenient to shipping points and nearest to the settlements have
been taken up. As a mattP.r of fact, the case is much less favorable
than t.his remark would indicate. Yet there is scarcely any portion of
the Territory where entirely new ranches can be located without very
careful looking about. A very great change in this respect bas come
about within the three years of my residence. At the beginning of 1878
there were not over 250,000 head of cattle in Wyoming, and these were
distributed over the more southern portions. Large sections of the
country were wholly unoccupied. During a visit, which may have been
properly called an exploring expedition through the Powder River and
Tongue River sections, during that year, I rode hundreds of miles without Sf'eing a single domestic animal other than the horses that carried
us. There was a region as large in area as the whole State of Ohio, and
yet excln, ively occupied by the wild beasts of mountain and plain. Today it embraces a newly organized county with five hundred inhabit an s,
and i furni bing food to carcely less than 75,000 bead of cattle. . The
arne, in general terms, may be said of the Sweetwater region~ the
country on the Upper Green River, and the whole of that vast section
north of the \Vind River Indian Reservation and west of the Big Horn
Mountains. Vacant then, they are sprinkled over with cattle now. But,
then, areas are vast here, and till there is room.
HEEP-HUSBANDRY.

Next to the cattle bu ines ranks heep-husbandry. It was later in
getting a start, because the latitude and altitude of vVyoming appeared
to rend r it doubtful. The exp rimeut has been well tried, however,
and thi branch of pastoral indu try i now steadily growing in favor.
In fact, it ha already gained an important rank. It has the disadvantage of requiring a little more care and watchfulness, and the per cent.
of 1
from ' torm , di ea~·e, and accident i somewhat greater. But,
on the other hand, it admit of beginning with much less capital, and
i aid by many who have h rd of both cattle and sheep to be reaUy
m re profitable under proper condition .
From a gentleman who now manage a number of sheep ranches,
with flock aggre()'ating 1,5 b ad, I gather the following facts touchiug he u ual m de of pr c dure in tocking a ranch in a quite moderate
wa, , tog h r with h 1 rofit f u h an enterpri e.
Th mall t num er ith whi ·han economical b ginning can be made
i 1,500 h ('d. It will co t no mor for improv ment and help to manage
thi.· number than t manage 1,000. The beginner will carefully select
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his range with reference to feed, protection from storms, water, and meadow land. If he would commence with 1,500 head of Mexican sheep, his
improvements-cabins, corrals, &c.-need not cost him over $500. He
will buy picked white yearling and two-year-old ewes of the desired number at about $2 per head, delivered on his ranch; wethers for about $1.65;
locating them late in October, care having been taken to put up a few
tons of hay. Many flocks go through the entire winter without a particle
of any feed. but grass, but the provident husbandman will put himself on
the safe side. To the desired number of ewes he will add merino bucks
in the proportion of one to fifty ewes. These will cost him about $l0 per
head. The whole flock will require but one shepherd. The increase will
amount to about 85 per cent. of the whole number, and will be worth to
him about twice as much per head. as the original flock. The shearing
will cost him 6 cents per head, incidentals included. The yield. of wool
from the MAxi cans will be about 3 to 3~ pounds, "in tlle dirt"; from the
bucks, about 15 pounds per head. The profits will of course depend on
the market price of the wool clipped. During the past year the Mexican
wool has brought but 12 cents per pound; product of the .first cross, 20
cents. The gentleman referred to assures me that on a flock of 1,500
beep, purcha ed as above anrlmanaged on shares, the contractor incurring all the expense for improvements and equally dividing the product
and the increa e, he had netted 60 per cent. per annum, or 180 per cent.
in three year . That he has con tautly enlarged his operations, until
now he and bi partner have 20,000 head of sheep and $90,000 in the
bu in , i ufficient proof of confidence and of general success.
To make the whole matter more clear, I give the following restatement of the cost and profits of establishing and managing a ranch with
1,5 0 head of beep during a term of two years:
'
FirBt year.
Co. t of improving ranch .... ·----·.---· ........... ..... .........•....••..
Co t ?f 1,500 picked white yearling and 2-year old Mexican ewes, delivered,
a , ·2. . . . . .............. _........ ... _...... _. ____ . _..... _... __ .....••.
t of30 merino buck, at 10 ......................................... .
'o
fhay hatmaybeu ed ........................................... .
IncidAntal .... ......................................................... .
Pay ofh rd r, at. 25 p r month ......................................... .
B ard ofh rd r, at 10 per month ....................................... .
f hearin 1,3:.o bead (original1,500 less 150 lost, and 30 bucks), at 6
c n t p r h ad . . . • . . • • • . ..•...•..... _.....•.... _. . • . • . • • . . ••••• _.••..
Ten p r c u . lo. (1 0 head we , at 2) .•.•.•••.•..•....•••...••...•.•• ••
Inter tonal> v am.onnt, at12percent ............................... .
Total co t, x.p n e , lo e , and interest ...•.....•••...•.. __ .. __ ...•

$500 00
3,000
300
100
25
300
120

00
00
00
00
00
00

280
300 00
531 34
5, 259 14

State of account at the end of jirBt yea1·.
ar old ewe , at 2.2.5 each .................. __ . _.. . . . . . .

3, 037
:300
500
607
67
1, 59:3

0
00
00
50
50
75

6,106 25

--:i~----; ~~~ii~t~~--t· ~~{i~~~~t~~~t·~:~:: ~::::: :::~~: 5,:J 9 14
Cr

i balanceatendoffir

y ar ................................. .
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State of account at end of second yem·

Value of original Mexicans, reduced by loss to 1,215 head, at $2.25 ....... - $2, 733 75
Value of merino bucks, now 50, at $10 each ........................... --.
500 00
Value of 1,147 cross-yearlings (1,275less 10 per cent. loss), at$2.50perhead. 2, 867 50
Value of added improvements ............... . .......................... 250 00
Value of clip from 1,215 Mexicans, 3 pounds each, at 15 cents each.........
546 75
Value of clip from 50 bucks, 15 pounds, at 15 cents ............... ~.... .. .. · 112 50
Value of clip from 1,117 grade lambs, 6 pounds each, at 21 cents .... ., . . . . 1, 445 22
Interest on $847.11, balance at end of first year, at 12 per cent . . . . . . .. . . . . ~ 101 65
Total credits at end of second year ................................

8, 557 37

From this deduct:
Cost of 23 aclditionall;mcks, a~$10 ....................·........... $230 00
Cost of additional improvements................ .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . 220 00
Labor .................... ···-·· ................................ 450 00
Hay.................. . . ...•.. .... .... ... . .... .... ...... .... ... . 100 00
Cost of shearing 2,412 head, at 6 cents............................ '144 72 .
Total debits .... , ............. : ................... ---·. ···· .........

1,144 72

At end of second year's business (9,020.06-1,187.08) .......................
Add first year's balance ....................................... -~-·......

7,412 65
847 11

Assets at end of second year.............................................

8, 259 76

But little loss is ~ustained on account of disease, if a healthy flock is
first secured. The dryness of the soil not only prevents the foot-rot, so
common east, but sheep affected with it are readily cured.
It is estimated that the number of sheep now in Wyoming considerably exceeds 300,000. In the mountain regions, as well as on the plains,
there are immense ranges specially adapted to sheep-husbandry, and
the great success of the trials heretofore made must lead to a rapid
development of this important branch of industr J.
IIOltSES.

Tile number is few of those who devote themselves exclusively to the
raising of horses, though very many associate it in a limited way with
sheep-husbandry and cattle-grazing. It requires a larger outlay to
start the business, and the risks are somewhat greater. So far as I
have observed, less attention than should be is paid to securing suitable
brood-mares and stallions, espeei&lly the former. Bronchos are too
small to produce the most salable horses, unless it be for use on the
ranches in the handling of cattle, &c., and the prices commanded by
that class of horses do not make the breeding of them very profitable.
By u. ing good-sized American mares and good stallions or superior
jacks, band orne profits may be in ured.
The bronchos are brought from Arizona, Texas, and other regions.
They sell here at $20 to $40, according to age and quality. Mules bred
from them are too small to ell well. Crossed with the Normandy stallion, a i often done, they produce a good-sized stocky aninu11, that
an wer pretty well for general teaming purposes.
Tllere i certainly no region of country where hor ~es can be more safely
or profitably grown than in Wyoming, and that this branch of business
ha · recei ed le attention than tho e above considered, is simply because
at pre nt it i g n rall.. thought less profitable.
RIC LTUR L RESOURCES.
In view of the popular notion, so long entertajned, that the Rocky
J.\1 nntain r .gioni one-half rock' and h otherha1fdesert, itisnot strange
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So, likewise, all along the pretty valley of the Popo-Agie, and in numerous other valleys, I have found, during the past season, the most
cheering evidences of a rapidly growing interest and confidence. Along
the Bear River, Ham's Fork, Black's Fork, Smith's Fork, and Henry's
Fork, in the southwest; on the headwaters of the North Platte, Big
Laramie, and Little Laramie, with their numerous branches, in the south;
on Urow Creek, Dale Creek, and other tributaries of the South Platte,
in the southeastern portion of the Territory; along the great north bend
of the North Platte; and finally in the Powder River and Goose Creeks
(headwaters of the Tongue) districts, and even away west of the Big
Born-in all these portions of our vast domain, agriculture bas taken
root and strongly established its title to consideration.
~IANUFACTURING

ADVANTAGES.

Under thi and the following head I shall be permitted to restate
what was conci8ely said in my report for 1878.
''It will be manife t from the foregoing account of the great variety
and vast extent of tho e uatural products of the Territory which in all
countries are the basis of great industries; from the great number and
convenient distrilmtion of its water-powers, as well as its inexhaustible
supplies of coal; from its exceptionally favorable position among the
States and T rritories of the Rocky Mountain region; and from the extraordinary facilities for the tran. portat.ion of both raw materials and
manufactured products afforded by the Pacific Rail way, which for a distance of nearly 500 miles traverses it from east to west, and by its many
streams and easy wa,g on-roacis-it will appear from all these important
facts tho:tt Wyoming is po. e sed of very ~uperior manufacturing advantage . With gold, silver, and copper mines multiplying and increasing
their production, and with the materials required for the reductiou of
these metals from their ores, it cannot be long ere Wyoming will have
her works a complete and as profitable as any in the mountains.
She may continue to , end her coal and her fluxes to Utah and other
adjoining mineral di 'tricts unsupplied with the necessary materials, but
she will not be likely to ship her ore there al o.
"With mountains of iron, magnetic and oxide, both of superior quality,
and lying ide by ide with perhaps the best coal in the mountains for
redu ing and working that mo t useful metal, the people of Wyoming
will notal way import their railroad iron, their merchant iron, their stoves
and h avy hollow ware~, and their ponderous machinery from less favored
localitie one and two thou and miles away.
"With depo it, f graphite equaled by few on this side the Atlantic,
why houhl we not have mill for cnl'hing it and faetories for working
up the produ t ~
"With marble pr ferred by ome manufacturer. , that can be wrought
and laid d wn in all our mountain town and ev n in the cities and
town of the J\Ii o1ui Valley at le than half the co t of the New England marble h r i till another field for nterpri. e and capital that
hould b nter <l without mn •h fluth r <lela .
"vVith npplie oruativ .'oda,, ulpbateand.bicarbonate(almostincondi ion to an'\ er th <l maud of ommerc ), that have no parallel in any
uutr , i , nnot
·upp
d that we hall be long without our soda
refin ri , and OlU gr a 'tabli lun nt for he manufacture of oaps of
ev r. vari ty.
"vVith in xhc u ibl
an<l ·hippin · hi arti ·I
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"With soda lakes and beds of silica side by side, and supplies of lead
at our very doors, what need that the heavy and fragile article of glass
bould be always furnished to these far-away communities by eastern
cHie which must first collect the raw material from localities hundreds
of miles awa.y~
''With forests of pine, hemlock, and cedar, we shall also have numerous
factories for the supply of these interior communities with barrels, pails,
and other wooden wares, as well as with lumber, lath, shingles, and
charcoal.
"With countless herds of buffalo, elk, and deer, our ph-tins occupied by
hundreds of thousands of cattle, and our forests and waters swarming
with fur-bearing animals, we must also have establishments for the
dre ing of skins and their manufacture into the leading articles of
domestic use.
''Already we baye the beginnings of enterprises like these. We have,
at the end of railway divisions, shops for the repair of rolling-stock, and
at Laramie City an extensive mill for the rerolling of railway iron. We
have at everal points mills for the manufacture of lumber, laths, and
bingle , and many kilns for the burning of charcoal. We have at
Rawlins, a before related, mil1s for the grinding of iron oxide for paint.
vre have at h yenne shops for tlte manufa,cture of wagons a.n d carriage , bop for the manufacture of jewelry fi·om Wyoming gold and
\Vyoming preciou · tones, 1\ith, of course, the usual shops for supplying
the la
ofarticl evervwhere made on order of the individual citizen.
But til y ar . only the beginnings, and uo pains should be spared to give
th m a virrorous e,'pa.nsion."
II.-POLrriCAL DIVISIONS, INSTITUTIONS, LAWS.
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younget;t of the whole sisterhood of the States and Territories has stood
alone upon her lofty eminence, proudly pointing all the rest to her statutes as being the :first realization on this continent and in the world of
that greatest of all the doctrines :first taught by the founders of the
American Republic-the doctrine of equal rights. Again, instead of
leaving the youth of this new empire to grope in darkness and find their
way to the light of knowlerlge by the help of other communities, as so
many of her predecessors have done, Wyoming made at once most liberal and most amp-le provision for the elementary education of all her
children, and is now preparing to lay broad and deep foundations for
their higher education. Her system of education is patterned after the
best models, and the laws intended to make it effective are formed in
a broad and most liberal spirit.
Wyoming legislation has by no means been faultless, hut one may
tlearch long and. yet search in vain, for better proof than our statutes
' furnish of an enlightened liberality and a strong sense of justice on the
part of the people in whose name they were enacted.
By way of conveniently furnishing information on the e matters more
in detail, I here introduce, with proper corrections, a few passages fi.·om
my former report:
•
"The legislature consists of a council of twelve members and a bouse
of representatives numbering twenty-four members. Council and representative diRtricts are allowed to cotmties in proportion to population,
each county having as many councilmen and representatives as it contains twelft,bs and twenty-fourths, respectively, of the whole population of the 'rerritory; in case of fractions less than ,one-twelfth and onetwenty-fourth, the big-he t fractions being represented by a member in
each house as a member at large for the whole Territory.
"The legislature convenes on the second Tuesday of every second
year. Its session i..' limited. by a law of Congress to sixty days. The
next e ion will be held in 18~2.
''The general election, so-called because held simultaneously in all
Yoting-preciuct and for all officers of Territory and counties, is for the
choice of the following officer : members of the legislature, Delegate
in OongTes , sheriff, county clerk, probate judge, county treasurer, prosecuting attorney, county commi ioners, county superintendent of
, chool , coroner, sury yor, a .. e or, justice of the peace, and ~on tables. It occur' on the Tne. day next after the first Monday of NoYember eV"ery second year.
"The election are h ld in 'precincts' located by the county commis ..
.·ioners of the everal co untie . ·
"The provi ion relating to qualification of electors, as contained in
the general law pa ed by the .tir t legi lature and approved December
10, 1 69, ·were a follow·:
" EC. 1 . Every mal per on above the age of twenty-one years who shall have
1J 'en are iueut of this T rritory uiuety day prior to lectiou, aud who i~:~ a citizen of

the nitell tate , or ha declared on oath before a competent court of record his iut 'ntiou to becom nch, and ha, tak nan oath to upport the Con titntion and Government of th
nit d tat , hall b mitl d to vote and be eligible to any office within sai1l Territory.
" 'Ec. 19. No p 'r on und r CTuarclian hip, non compos mentis, or in ane, hall be q ualifi d to vot at any lection ; nor ball any p r on convicted of treason, felony, or l>ribry unle restorecl to civil rirrht ; nor hall auy per ou who hall have made or
b com either dir ctly or iJHlir, ·tl intere. t u in auy bet or wag r depending on the
r ult of any election Rt which he hall ofl:'er to vot , b p nnitt d to vote at such election.
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''Sub equently, though passed during the same session and approved
on the same day, a law was enacted which reads as follows:
" EC. 1. Every woman of the age of twenty-one years, residing in this Territory,
may, at every election to be holden tmder the laws thereof, cast her vote. And her
rights to the elective franchise and to hold office shall 1Je the same under the election
law of the Territory as those of electors.

"An effort was made at the next session of the legislature to repeal
the law extending to women the right to vote and to hold. office, and a
bill for that purpose was passed, but failed of the gov-ernor's approval.
Since that date there appears to have been general acquiescence in the
pa.r ticipation of women in the elections. Their influence at the polls is
admirable, as I can testify, after careful observation during the recent
general election (when there was unusual activity), and it is urged by
leading men, in po ition to know, that it proves also effective and beneficial upon all legi lation in aid. of good order and of public morality.
Woman suffrage in Wyoming may therefore be considered an established
nee . in o f,11· as the general interests of the public are affected thereby.
"Codes of civil a.nd of criminal procedure are in force, the former
model d after the Ohio code, except that it sepa1~ates common-law procedure from proc dure in chancery, the latter compounded of the criminal code of Ohio, Iowa, Wisconsin, Colorado, and possibly still other
tate ."
III.-'l'ERIU'l'OlUAT..J PROGRE

~ sAND

PRESENT CONDITION.
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On the organization of Montana Territory and ithe limitation of Idaho to districts
west of the Rocky Mountains, a region remained south of Montana, which, for want
of settlement or any form of public organization, was annexed to Dakota. It will
probably be constituted a Territory at the cnrrent session of Congress, as important
discoveries of gold mines have lately occurred in the valley of the Sweetwater and in
the sources of the Wiud River.

Bearing this in mind, one could hardly pass along t,he line of the great
Union Papific Railway, threaded with prosperous towns and villages as
a string with beads, some of them numbering their thousands of people,
and showing long, beautiful street~ lined with handsome business blocks
and dwellings, churches and schools, without surprise. Should he not
be thus impressed by a cursory glance, let him enter some of their splendid
tores of goods; their substantial banks, often holding as high as a
million each, in deposits; their commodious hotels, club-houses and even
stately opera-houses. Then let him visit some of the workshops where
carriages as handsome as any made at Concord, Troy or Chicago are
manufactured; where railway-iron is rolled and coaches made; nay,
where even jewelry of richest sort and of original pattern is turned out
in quantity for home and foreign trade. And last of all, show him some
of our public-Rchool buildingR, finished and furnished after the most
approved models, costing in one or two cases $30,000 to $40,000 each.
Having done this, point out to him on the map our little mining-camps,
and scattering miner's hut~, with innumerable openings in the mountain' ide, where pick and bar and drill have done their work. Point out the
mauy spot:s on mmy ~lope and in secluded vale, where in summer are
.·eeu l>illowy meadows aud great :fields of ripening grain. Show him also
the bu y camp of the lumberman and the swollen streams which float
his fore 't produets to mill and market. .And then ask him to turn his
face towards the valleys and plain , where six hundred thousaud cattle,
four hundred thom;aud sheep, and forty thousand horses yearly make
their millio11s yet millions more. Finally, um up the whole material
,·howiug by pointing to the fact that the zero of value with which the 'rerritory bega11 :-;orecelltly lm ' omelww grown to more than twenty millions of
d liars.
Good enough for the past-a pa 't in the hands of a people even now
numbering but twenty-five thousand souls.
Liftino· now the curtain which veil:s, the early future, I see an actidty
that will a 'toni h the nw 't sanguine. The plains thickening with herds;
tho \·all
"tniug with the product ' of a rapidly increa ing agriC'Ulture; mineH without uuru ber uncovering our marvelous stores of the
pr cion' and u 'efulmiueral ; furnace aflame on a hun•lred mountain.·icles; mill in many (J'orge waking the echoe' · with their thundering
.· tarnpH; •1nani H of gyp:um aud granite, and marl>le, animate with
workmen and noi 'Y with the cr aking of derricks and crane,; great. factories ri iug for the r fining of our tlepo:it of soda, magne _ia, ' ulphur
and petrol urn· and tb n, of cour
new wagon-road' aucl railway for
·arrying t au<l fi'o th ·ouutle · product of the' uew inun tries.
Already our new railroad make it way, via Omnmin , through the
~~orth Park, wh rein ·oal, iron, timber and the preciou' mineral await
it coming.
notb r i pu ·hi no· from Granger tation through new
<'O::.Ll-ii 1<1:, in iuta aud a ·ro
outhwe tern vVyoming on its W£ty to
tb
olumbia, Riv r.
urv
are makin~ for yet other. through the
Yall Y of the 'W twat<'I' anu 0 n t the 1\Ii Otlrl j whil from the
oth r direction pow rful • rp ration ar pu 'bing£ rward on the arne
g n 1·allin , all(l y t oth 1\ ha their eye n the route from Cheyenne
to Montana, ia .M · inn y.
ll the e line ' will be occupied in tb near
futnr , :: nd variou' ·h rt lin for tile u ·e of private ap1talist in utiliz-
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ing our soda, petroleum, and other resources will follow or precede
them. Nor can it be long ere the Union Pacific Railway Company, or
some other, with soda beds, petroleum wells, and the products of forest,
:field, and mine along its course in view, as well as the strong current of
ummer trade that would follow, ·win build a line of railway through the
beautiful valleys of the Beaver, Popo .Agie, and Wind, and the ma.gni:ficcnt scenery of To-gwo-tee and Two-Ocean pass, into that :q1ost wonderful of wonder-lands, the Yellowstone National Park.
Further than this I dare not predict; but to my mind it is unqu<tstionaule that a material future far grander and more brilliant than this I
have outlined awaits this young empire of Wyoming.
SOCIAL PROGRES8.
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men, and actually at work in its many interesting and important fields
of labor.
None who for any reason desire a footing in Wyoming neeu hesitate
longer on account. of the social state. It is already good and is rapidly
advancing ..
I'V.-SO~IE

OF THE TERRITORIAL NEEDS.

New communities, especially those far removed from the great centers
of civilization, are always in want. That they need help is manifest, for
with nothing but undeveloped resources, strong arms, willing hands,
and resolute purpose, they begin the foundation of the future state.
That they deserve it, admits of no doubt, f.or hardships, privations, and
dangers attend their eYery tep; while the labors they perform, the
trials they endure, and the perils they encounter are done and suffered
not in their interest alone; they ar·e also, if not chiefly, made in the interest of posterity and for tlle future good of a common country. They
are richly entitled, tllerefore, to the hearty sympathy of the older communitie and to the liberal a ·i tance of the Federal Government.
The Territory I have the honor to represent forms no exception. It
has wants not a few. Some of them can be supplied from its own re
sources. Of 1hese I shall elsewhere speak to the people and.. their repr' eutative . Other must be met, if met at all, out of the abundar1ce
of Congre sional wisdom and the national means. It matters not that
they have been urged before; they still exist and must again be pressed
upon the attention of the government.
:i.\IEA,

Ul~ES

LOOKING TO THE PROTECTION OF OUR FORESTS.

I admit that the question of how to protect effectively the forests of
the country, so rapidly disappearing, not merely under the war so destructively waged by lumbermen, but much more rapidly by reason of
the fire which often sweep away vast bodies of timber in a few days, is
a diffi cult one. But the ol~ject i certainly important enough to demand
the faithful use of uch mean , likely to afford some protection, as may
be devi ed.
I have already -tated that in everal portion of thi Territory there
are immen, e bodies of timber, the preservation of which is a matter of
very grea.t moment to our p ople. Even if perfectly protected they
would barely meet the larger demand of the future when our population
hall hav increa. ed many fold and new indu tries have added many
us . Stringent law exi t and m re tringent one may ;yet be framed.
But thP e are not alon uffici nt; for every ea on the mountains are
ablaze in man part , and . town hip. of tately fir and pine are de'troyed.
Our people ar not le pu bli piritecl and patriotic than other ; and
yet zeal for the publi weal cannot be relied on where the requi itecare is
at onue o gr at and difficul to ·ive, and the inter t i largely that of
he next g n ration.
er onal intere t hould al o be brought into requi ition. At pr ent it i caru ly a motive. The citizen of Wyoming,
unle · a min r with but a limit d upply of timber near him, or a ranchman wanting imber for the upport of hi own improvement , or a millr ri k ha no p cuniary iutere t in the
man bent n log at what
prot ti n of n ig-hboring for t ; nor can h acquir any. He chafe
at he unr a. pnablen
of the law , and, f< r etting the future-forgetting al o tbat the g v rnment i agent only-i almo t a willing witness
of the public lo .
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Two remedies are suggested by this reasoning:
1. The granted right to fr·eely use fallen ti1nber.

This would enlist the sympathies of the people and tend to make
them more thoughtful, careful, and vigilant. So far as timber for fuel,
fencing, and much of building is concerned, such modification of the existing law would virtually give to every citizen a sort of proprietary
interest in the forest near, and render it important to him that fires break
out nowhere in the whole region.
It is impossihle to assign ally valid reason why such privilege should
not be granted. The amount of down timber is very great, and it is
cert::~inly better that it he used for the comfort and convenience of the
settler, whether on the farm orin town, th~n that it rot upon the ground.
Besitles which the presence of dry timber in the forest greatly increases
the danger of the spreading of fires once kindled. It is vastly better
for every reason that it be removed.
2. A laU' conferr~n g the right of purchase.
Thi would give to every purchaser, present or prospective, an abiding
personal and pecuniary interest in the prevention of fires, while at
the same time takiug away the temptation to depredate upon the public land.
Recognizing tlte importance to the citizens of certain States aud Territorie of the right to purchase timber lands, the :Forty-fifth Oongre ·
pa ed a law, approved June3, 1873, section 1 of which reads as follow :
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ted, are the narrower valleys of the little streams. These are naturally
coveted by tiJe owners of herds of cattle and sheep, who, under the law
which allows the public lands to be taken by forties, :find it easy to acquire title to many miles of river and valley for a very little many. If
stockmen purchased the valleys for cultivation there could be no proper
reason for restricting their privileges of purchase and occupation. But
their o"Qject is naturally, for the most part, first, to gain the ,monopoly
of as large a grazing region as possible, and, secondly, to keep out agri_.. culture, which of course brings some embarrassment to the grazL1g interest. The stock business is chief at present, and will probably continue
to be. Care should be taken, therefore, to avoid doingJt any serious injury. But, on the other hand, agriculture has its rights which should be
guarded with equal care. While they do not perfectly harmonize, a just
spirit of conciliation and compromise will prevent the growth of h~urious
antagonisms, and result in the public ad vantage. Both are alike, though
in different degrees, interested in :finding a basis of proper adjustment,
for as matters go on at the present each is liable to suffer. If the stock
owner more generally succeeds in getting exclusive possession of valley
lands, here and there. a hay-producer will fence up miles of river and render broad areas of contiguous grazing lands wholly useless.
The legislature can afford some relief in cases such as that last above
mentioned by forcing road-ways across aU streams at brief intervals;
but the true remedy lies in a legal prohibition of the purchase and occupation of indefinite extents of river and valley by one individual or
company, and that is one which Congress alone can apply.
The sixth legislative assembly of 'Yyoming, strongly feeling the importance of this subject, earnestly memorialized Congress in behalf of
suitable measures; and that memorial, although incorporated by me in
a former report, is in part here reproduced ·
Your memorialists further represent that the laws of the United States in rela.tion
to the disposition of the public lands are wholly unsuited to the requirements of a
country such as thi , and need such rea. ona.ble modification and amendment as will
adapt them to the circumstances which are peculiar to our location and situation.
The arid character of the soil and climate in this region of country renders it indispensably necessary that all occupants of the public lands should have a legal right of
free access to the water-courses of the country.
·
The uplands and" divides" situate at a distance from the stream are covered with
a luxuriant growth of nutrition gra ses, but are comparatively worthless for any of
the purposes of u e and occupation unless the occupants cau obtain some legal right
to pass over adjacent lands to water.
The lands along the treams are being rapidly occupied and inclosed under present
laws, whereby ali access thereto i prevented. All this results in giving to those who
have been so fortunate as to obtain prior rights to the lands along the streams a monopoly of the use of the uplands and divides without the neces it.y of purcha.s ing the
same, and prevents that complete occupation of the country which is necessary to its
succe fnl development.
* * * The evil here advert d to grows iu magnituc.le in proportion as the lands
adjacent to the wat r ·conr es are occupied and inclosed under the present land policy
of the government, and such occupancy anrl inclosure are daily becoming more extensive, so that it is but a question of a very hort time, if a prompt remedy be not afforded by Congress, wh n this whole Territory will be in the virtual posse sion of these
few persous who have title to th sn1all fraction of the land along the streams.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

We believe that the water-cour es of the cotmtry ought to be o controlled by proper
legislation that th y can be made available for the common and equal benefit, so far
as possibl , of all per on who may choose to occupy and improve any part of the
pul>lic domain, anJ. that l gi lation which would secure such benefit to all alike would
be to the mutual ad van tag ot th
nit d tates and of the Territory of Wyoming.
GRANT OF LAND IN AID OF IRRIGATION.

orne of the orthwe t rn State having large areas of " wamp'"
lands that were valuele wi bout drainage have received large grant
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thereof in aid of their reclamation. The grant of such lands to Wiscon in, for example, was so large and valuable that the State, after making
due compliance with the conditions imposed, was able to realize out of the
remainder a fund large enough for the endowment of six State normal
schools, four of which are in beneficent operation.
Why, then, should not the'' desert" States and Territories be in like
manner favored~ The desert-land act was a proper step in that direction, hut still another such as I have here pointed out could be· wisely
take• .
ARTESIAN WELLS FOR WYOMING.

The practicability of getting- water for stock in certain <listncts remote from streams by the boring of artesian wells bas long been favor< bl.v con idered throughout the vast region of plains east of the Rocky
Mountain . .As I have elsewhere stated, the greater portion of Wyomin o· i remarkable for the great number and favorable distribution of
water-course , and is therefore in no need of artificial means of supply.
N e erthele there ar.e considerable areas so wanting in this respect as
to be practically unavailable for the grazing of stock, especially sheep,
which cannot so ea ily travel long distances for water, that a complete
<l monstration of the feasibility of artesian supply is deemed ver~r important by our people. .And ina~much as the Feden'tl Government has
wi. ly undertaken to ettle thi que tion for certain "arid districts" not
inclnd din Wyoming, whose tock-growing interests are conceded to
have ~t pecial importance, Ire pectfully nrge the propriety of an ext n ion f tb xperimeut tbn begun to this Territory, at least so far
c • to pro ide for tb
boring of one or two wells in places carefully se1 t<'< l.
.ADDITIONAL MAIL FACILITIES.
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of the nation and greatly to its wealth; that additional mail facilities are needed in
the public business and social interests in this part of the rapidly growing- and improving far West, and that the interests of all the States and our relations With foreign
powers demand more mail facilities aud greater expedition in the carrying of the mails
·of this part of the country.

Concluding my remarks upon this topic, I deem it proper to say in
general terms, that while strongly approving a wise economy in the
administration of the government, and as strongly condemning all attempts to defraud the people by giving slight service for the largest possible compensation, the intelligent, enterprising people of this remote
yet rapidly improving region feel that they are fairly entitled to a liberal. and efficient postal service, though it should even necessitate quite
large drafts upon the national treasury.
SECURITY FROM THE D.A..NGERS OF INDIAN DISCON'l'EN'l'.

I am happy to say that on the occasion of my recent vi~it to the Indian reservation I found gratifying evidence that the interest8 of both
tribes there located were justly considered and fairly guarded by the
agent in charge. The chiefs came to my quarters in a friendly spirit and
with assurance of good will towards both government and people. They
were not wholly uncomplaining, as perhaps the Indian with his long
cherished views of what he is entitled to never car1be, but their demands
were such as could be met without difficulty by either the agent or the
Indian Bureau, and may have been fully answered already.
It was gratifying to find that the effort to make teamsters of them to
their own pecuniary ad vantage by paying them for hau1in~ their supplies
from the rail way bas been successful. Naturally fond of handling horses,
and being withal rather ingenious mechanically, they :find their new
taRk both remunerative and agreeable.
Now, if to this could be added with like results the raising of cattle
as well as ponies for the market, there wovld be new ground for congratulation. The Shoshones have considerable numbers of cattle already, but I found them less than satisfied with the enterprise; some
complaint being m~de of loss through whites not altogether honorable,
and some disposition to sell at whatever ~acrifice and go out of the business. In my opinion this is of all others the very business for the Indian to follow, and no pains should be spared to make him like it.
The farm managed in the interest of the Indians, and designed to
he cultivated by them, looked somewhat better than three years ago,
but till can hardly be considered a success. The Indian does not like
to dig in the soil; it is too much like solid work. Chief Washakie, with
a mo t commendable good sense and appreciation of what his people
need to do for tllem elves, vigorou:gly uses the hoe; saying to me, "I enjoy wol'k. I want ~ll my people to learn to like it al o; and so you see
I et them the example." But Washakie is a rare Indian. The tribe
ean only be inducted very lowly. They will buy watermelon off the
load h so enterpri 'ingly grow and hauls to the fort, but few of them
will raj e a me lou for themselve . The foreman of the Indian farm mu ·t
be po.
ed not of knowledge only but al o of extraordinary tact and
kill if thi experiment i to succeed.
One fa ·ti learned during my vi ·it pained me b yond mea ure, namely,
that iut mperanc i greatly increasing amo11g the Indian . ChiefWa ·haki' o informed me with tears and earnest entreaties that something be
done to rescue hi young men from the evil of clrunkennes . The villages
b ing only ten mile from the bouudary line of there enTation, he .find
()8 S I
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it practically impossilJle to prevent their crossing occasionally and pur.
ella ing liquor of reckless whites who infest the border.
To the people of the neighboring settlements, in fact to the Territory at
large, it is highly important that t.he 2,300 Indians on the Wind River
Reservation })reserve their present friendly feeling toward them ; and
hence it is that I have deemed it both my privilege and duty to commu.
nicate to the department having charge of Inuian affairs the results of
my ob. erYation~.
A WAGON ROAD TO 1'HE NA'riONAL PARK.
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as ~trong as the main stream- we followed it to its source in immense
masses of snow lying within an amphitheater of rocky walls, and overlooked by peaks some of which my aneroid showed to be 12,000 to
13,000 feet above the sea level.
In like manner, all the other branches of the Fork flowing from the
west, northwest, and uorth were successiYely explored to their very
. ources, with like resn·l ts, and with so much consumption of time that
it was finally deemed advisable to change our course. We accordingly
retraced our steps a little, reluctantly turuing our backs on the grand
and enchanting scenery of the North Fork region, in what proves to
have been the heart of the ~ierra Shoshones, and struck across the
open country to a point high up on the Wind River and but a half
day's march to the Togwotee Pass, as remarkable for the picturesque
beauty of its scenery a ' for the easy grade by which its elevation of
9,621 feet is gained.
•
Oros iug thence to the Black Rock Creek and the Buffalo Fork of the
1
Snake, up that stream for some miles and thence to Pacific Creek, across
the "divide" again by a pass lower than Two-Ocean to Atlantic Creek,
and thence down the Upper Yellowstone, we at length reached the National Park, camping on its extreme southeast corner and on the north
side of the river.
Recrossing the Yellowstone next day under the guidance of Mr. Harry
Yount, gamekeeper for the park, who had been deputed uy Col. P. W.
Norri , uperintendent, to meet us on the boundary, and who well performed the duty of guide, we made our second park camp at the head
of the lake, and at a point commanding a view which kindled the entlmsia, m of eYery member of the expedition.
Thence, kirting the lake on its we tern ide, making memorable
emnp ' in view of its lovely water , we marched through the intervening
forest a11d again across the diYide to the northern extremity of ShoHllon Ln ke, likewiHe remarkable for the striking beauty of its waters anu
.·urrounuiug .
:U rom this point a very agreeable forenoon'r-.; march over a well-made
trail brought u to the marvels of the Upp r Geyser Basin; whence by
rapid march ·past the :l\fidway Gey er , the Lower Geyser Basin, the
Fol'lr. of .Fir llole River (where we had the pleasure of meeting Superillh'IHl<'nt . . . orri ), we made our way via Mary's Lake and the Mud Gey.·er, to th ]"'all.· an(l Grand Cafion of th
ellowstone H.iver.
H('~-;ting but a uight, w remarcb d up the left bank of the riYer to a
f<ml above tl1e Mnd Gey rrs, cro . ed and camped on the east side, hut
:-;ouw fiye rnHe bPlow the lake th r awaiting Colonel Norri ·, who had
kindly co11. rnted to ·ee us thl'ongh Jone.' Pass aHd down the Stinking\YHt r Hh· r to the ea.·t rn onndary of tllc park. We were to have
pu. h d imm diatPl.Y on th ne. t day to the new scene of exploration
in the lw.·houe. bnt the uperb picture made by the lake, with it~
pia ·id wat('r aJHl rn l'<l.Id i le , th whole bordered with <lark forest , reli 'n'd h lov I.' park , and grandly flank u by snow- overed mountain
011 th a ·t whil on tl.Ie Ronthwe t w::~, revealed tb maje ty of Mot1nt
, 'hel'i<lml and farth ron thr alpin glory of the T ton . -all the e were
1oo mnch for ,. n onr. t rn re. olv , and we panHNl for a day at Uoneretion Point.
T •tJ
·lo ·1- of the <l< y foll wing fouucl UH at the :ummit of Jone
P<t.·: and again entr< 11 d for tile vi w from thL el vation of 9,500 feet
l'ar nrpa::rd that of tl1 day before. It wa: more ompreben ive, in
f'<t<'t Pm brae d a larg portion of the whole p~rk-lak . , fore ts of vast
PXt 'Jit-. ilv ry tr am.' flowing through unny vale·, thundering water-
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t he most important improvements are likely to be placed. Nor is it
wanting, along the Stinking Water, in fine scenery, timber, or good
water, for the mountains are covered with forests, and the river so out- .
raged by its name is a pure and beautiful stream as far down as we saw
it, having its sources among the loftiest of the Sierras, and being well
supplied with trout. It has the disadvanta.ge of partly lying through a
section (between the Wind River and the Ishawooa) not well supplied
with water at all points in the dry season, of requiring many more
bridges than the Wind River route, besides a considerable amount of
rock in the canon, and finally of having a much less easy grade at and
near the summit of the divide.
The difference in the cost of the improving the two roads as proposed
is perhaps very little. It was the opinion of Major Mason, who had instructions to estimate the cost of making the road, and who is known
to be exceedingly competent to such a task, that the total cost of building a good wagon road to the park by either route would fall considerably short of $50,000. Indeed, it is believed that this sum would build a
good road by one route and a passable trail by the other; in which case
tourists preferring not to retrace their steps could make a circular trip
through a region, including the park, which for beauty and grandeur
of scenery is without parallel in the known world.
If uch a road or road were opened from Fort Washakie (there are
already wagon road to that place), the tourist or party of tourists preferring an independent trip at leisure, with trout-fishing and hunting by
t he way, would have an eas.v and delightful journey of but 289 miles,
from the Pacific Rail way to the Yellowstone Lake. The pleasure of such
an excursion in thi dry and healthy climate would be very great; and
if the way could somehow be opened large numbers of tourists would
undoubtedly avail themselYes of it.
I trust that the suggestion of government aid in some form may find
favor in the Interior Department, and that Congress will also deem it
entitled to consideration.
COMMI 'SION FOR REVISION OF GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES.

In this connection there occur to me the need of early attention on
t he part of the government to the confusion of geographical names at
pre. ent found in all the Territories.
The adoption and popular u e of the mo. t inappropriate names in
. orne ca e. , and the multiplication of the ame name in many portions
of a given Territory, or even county, are matter which should be as
earl, a po ible corre terl. And 11ow, while the Territorie are new, and
but few map · of them have been publi bed, is certainly the time to make
a careful r vi ion of all geographical names therein.
I herefore ngg t that pro vi 'ion be made by law for a commission
charged with thi duty; the mem ers thereof to erve without compen·ation, if officer of the goYernment, and the report or report made by
t b m t o· v rn in h pr parati n of all map of the T rritori s i, ned
h · an d par m ll or bur au of tb Unite<l State thereafter.
RE
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stone Park expedition; to Superintendent P. W. Norris, whose ability
and energy, as well as long familiarity with the park and great devotion
t o its interests! so well fit him to discharge the duties of his office, for
important information and service in aid of my explorations in that
region; and to Col. A. W. Evans, Maj. W. A. Elderken, the Union
Pacific Railway Company, the Wyoming Stage Company, and the
Messrs. Patrick, for generous favors in the way of transportation. Of
private citizens, in every section, who have kindly assisted me in my
investigations, the number is so great that I am properly limited to this
general and grateful acknowledgment of their many services.
I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant,
JOHN W. HOYT,
Governor of Wyoming.
lion. SAMUEL J. KIRKWOOD,
Secretary of the Interior..

